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M E A N IN G L E S S

It’s here again — that
wonderful season where mind
less patter about all that Mr.
Tweedledum or Mr. Tweedledee
will do for our great land fills the
air.
No matter that Tweedledum
was once the leading hit man for
the nefarious CIA or that all
Tweedledee can envision is what
a wonderful country this must be,
if he, the son of an immigrant,
can run for President. (He rarely
mentions that his father was also
a graduate of Harvard Medical
School.)
Is the outcome of this election
really of any import? Here are a
few things to consider.
Tweedlebush was the director
of our secret police. In that role
he was responsible for assassi
nations, drug trafficking, racke
teering, international mayhem
and the violent ouster of legiti
mate foreign governments.
As the nation’s number one
spy from 1976-1977, Tweedlebush
suppressed crucial evidence re
garding the assassination of
Orlando Letelier, former Chilean
Ambassador to the United States.
Defying a congressional ban,
Bush delivered 145,490 lbs. of
weapons to Angola and passed
out almost $2 million to right
wing rebel leaders. Under Bush
the CIA spent over $10 million try
ing to overthrow Prime Minister
M ichael M anley of Jam aica,
including three failed assassi
nation attempts. Bush also con
tinued the controversial practice
of using American journalists as
paid informants and conducted
electronic surveillance against
representatives of Micronesia, a

The Ramadan Wars—
Frank B. Wilderson III

U.S. colony that was at the time
negotiating its future status.
Tweedledukakis has done no
where near the dastardly deeds
that Tweedlebush has done in
public service, yet be assured
that once in office he will appoint
a CIA director who will employ
very similar methods as Bush.
If we’re looking for an end to
the war economy, a reinstitution
of the progressive tax structure,
and a redistribution of resources
am ong the U.S. p o p ulation,
there’s little difference between
the men.
| A / h e r e the difference lies
F F b e tw e e n D u k a kis and
Bush is in our ability to access
these scoundrels and halt the
wheels of injustice from grinding
ever onward.
In 1968 Lynchem Baines John
son was forced out of office be
cause'the daughters and sons of
the Democratic Party were out in
the streets demanding an end to
a brutal war. When the Repub
licans took office in 1969 it be
came impossible to apply the
sam e leverage and the war
escalated.
It wasn’t till after the Kent
State shootings in 1970 that
change finally occurred. The
presidents of Notre Dame and
Ohio State called Nixon with the
news that the sons and daugh
ters of the Republican Party were
out in the streets and that he bet
ter pull out of Cambodia.
A Bush presidency would be
even more remote from the needs
and wishes of everyday Ameri
cans. Over the last eight years,
for instance, Ronald Reagan has

R IT U A L ?
not had one meeting with the
Black congressional caucus.
Tweedlebush will certainly con
tinue this policy. Tweedledukakis
must at least pay lip service to
this constituency as well as
many other groups such as
women, children, low-income
and middle-class workers, farm
ers, environmentalists and gays.
In practice what this means is
a little more help will trickle down
to the ghettos, schools, environ
ment programs, small farms,
health care, social services and
the third world. Above all it will
give us some access to power
that we could use to possibly
make the world a little safer and
saner.
To expect real vision from Pres
ident Dukakis would be asking a
bit much. For that we must look
toward the energy that sparked
the Jesse Jackson candidacy.
Jackson said it best when in
Atlanta he made his case for a
relationship to power, “ close
enough to serve, far enough to
challenge.” Already the Jackson
forces have gotten the Demo
cratic leadership to support
stronger South African sanc
tions, same-day voter registra
tion, D.C. statehood, and better
child-care programs.
Jackson tells the tale of Martin
Luther King Jr. asking Lyndon
Johnson to enact civil rights leg
islation and Johnson replying
that he could never get it through
Congress. Then came numerous
marches and Johnson moved. As
Jackson points out, those were
the ingredients of change, “the
White House on the one hand
and street heat on the other.”
LD
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The Music
o f Failure:

Variations on an Idea
By Bill Holm
Illustrations by Stuart Mead
Designed by Connie Gilbert

Another idea from Walt Whitman
that no one wants to hear.

At fifteen, I could define failure fast: to die in
Minneota, Minnesota. Substitute any small
town in Pennsylvania, or Nebraska, or Bul
garia, and the definition held. To be an
American meant to move, rise out of a mean
life, make yourself new. Hadn’t my own
grandfathers transcended Iceland, learned
at least some English, and died with a quar
ter section free and clear? No, I would die a
famous author, a distinguished and respect
ed professor at an old university, surrounded
by beautiful women, witty talk, fine whiskey,
Mozart. There were times, at fifteen, when I
would have settled for central heat and less
Jello, but I kept my mental eye on the "big
picture.’’
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Later, teaching Walt Whitman in
school, I noticed that my students did
not respond with fervor to the lines,
Wit/i music strong I come, with my cornets
and my drums,
I play not marches for accepted victors only. I
play marches for conquer'd and slain persons.
Have you heard that it was good to gain the
day?
I also say it is good to fall, battles are lost in the
same spirit in which they are won.
I beat and pound for the dead,
I blow through my embouchures my loudest and
gayest for them.
Vivas to those who have fail'd!
And to those war-vessels sunk in the sea!
And to those themselves who sank in the sea!
And to all generals that lost engagements, and
all overcome heroes!
And to the numberless unknown heroes equal
to the greatest heroes known!
I left Minneota at the beginning
of America’s only lost war. While I
traveled, got educated, married,
divorced, and worldly, the national
process of losing went on: a presi
dent or two shot, an economy col
lapsed, a man whom every mother in
America warned every child against
accepting rides or candy from, was in
the flesh overwhelmingly elected
president, and then drummed into
luxurious disgrace for doing the very

th in g s th o s e m o th e rs w arned
a g a in st. The w a te r underneath
America turned out to be poisoned.
Cities like Denver, Los Angeles,
Chicago were invisible under air that
necessitated warning notices in the
newspaper. A rumor flourished that
the Arabs bought the entire Crazy
Mountains in Montana. Oil gurgled
onto gulls’ backs north of San Fran
cisco. The war fin a lly ended in
disgrace, the Secretary of State
m ired as deep in lies as Iago.
America, the realized dream of the
eighteenth century European Enlight
enment, seemed to have sunk into
playing out a Shakespearean tragedy,
or perhaps a black comedy.
Yet as history brought us failure,
it brought us no wisdom. The country
wanted as little as my students to
hear those lines from Leaves of
Grass. It was not “ good to fall,” not
good to be “ sunk in the sea,” not
good to be among the “ numberless
unknown heroes.” We elected, in fact,
a famous actor to whom failure was
incomprehensible as history itself, a
man who responded to visible failure
around him by ignoring it and crack
ing hollow jokes.
In the meantime, I aged from
twenty to forty, found myself for all
practical purposes a failure, and set
tled almost contentedly back into the
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same rural town which I tried so
fiercely to escape. I could not help
noticing that personal and profes
sional failure were not my private
bailiwick. I knew almost no one still
on their first marriage. Friends, too,
were short of money and doing work
that at tw enty they would have
thought demeaning or tedious. Chil
dren were not such an unpremedi
tated joy as maiden aunts led us to
expect, and for the precocious mid‘ die aged, health and physical beauty
had begun to fail. It looked, as the old
clichd had it, as if we were going to
die after all, and the procedure would
not be quite so character-building as
the Reader’s Digest and the Lutheran
minister implied.
Heard from inside, the music of
failure sounded not the loudest, gay
est marches for cornets and drums,
but a melancholy cello, strings slowly
loosening, melody growing flaccid,
receding toward silence. The country
closed its ears against the tune; citi
zens denied that they had ever heard
it. “ Tomorrow,” they said, but this was
only another way of saying “ yester
day,” which did not exist quite as they
imagined it.
The first settlers of America ima
gined paradise, God’s city made visi
ble on earth. Grand rhetoric for a
pregnancy, it was, like all births,
bloodier and messier than anyone
imagined at the moment of concep
tion. English Puritans who came to
build a just and godly order began by
trying to exterminate Indian tribes.
They tried to revise the English class
system of rich landowners and poor
yeomen by sharing a common boun
ty, but this lasted only until some
body realized that true profit lay in
landowning, here as in England. The
same settlers who declared with
Proudhon that “ property is theft”

Above me. wind does its best
to blow leaves off the Aspen
tree a month too soon. No use.
wind, all you succeed in doing
is making music, the noise
of failure growing beautiful.
I did not understand my own
poem at the time.
As a smalt boy, I sang loudly,
clearly, and as elderly ladies told me,
wonderfully. I knew better, but knowl
edge didn’t interfere with love(as it so
often doesn’t), and music remained
the true channel to the deepest part
of my feeling life. Happiness (or at
least emotion) could be described by
notes with stems, and the noises of
the inner life made audible by reading
and sounding-those marks. Though
never so skilled a musician as to have
made a genuine living from it, I was
skilled enough to know precisely the
deficiencies of every performance I
ever gave.
In an odd way, this melancholy
knowledge of my own musical imper
fection goes on teaching me some
thing about the wholesomeness of
failure every day of my adult life. I
have sometimes, like the United
States, been too obtuse to remember
it, but then I hear again the noise of
aspen leaves.

Pauline Bardal a t the piano.
I first heard a piano in the back
room of Peterson’s farmhouse, three
miles east of my father’s place. An
only child, too young and disinter
ested to do any real work, I was left in
doors while my father was out giving
Wilbur a hand with some chore, prob
ably splitting a half-pint to make the
job more pleasant. W ilbur was a
bachelor, but lived with his aged

She was one of millions in a culture that had been
bamboozled for reasons no one quite understands
into accepting a cheap destructive idea of success.
wound up working as real estate
agents. Old European habits of suc
cess died hard.
Hypocrisy is not unusual in
human history; it is the order of the
day. What has always been unusual
in the United States is the high-toned
rhetoric that accompanied our behav
ior, our fine honing of the art of
sweeping contradictions under the
rug with our eternal blank optimism.
But if we examined, without senti
mentality, the failures and contradic
tions of our own history, it would
damage beyond repair the power of
that public rhetoric, would remove
the arch-brick from the structure of
the false self we have built for
ourselves, in Minneota as elsewhere.
I labored under the weight of
that rhetoric as a boy, and when I am
tired now, I labor under it still. It is the
language of football, a successful
high school life, earnest striving and
deliberate ignoring, money, false
c h e e rfu ln e s s , m u m b lin g a b o u t
weather. Its music is composed by
the radio, commercials for helpful
banks and deodorants breathing out
at you between stanzas. In cities now,
ghetto blasters play it at you in the
street; you are serenaded by tiny
orchestras hidden in elevators or in
rafters above discount stores. It is the
music of tomorrow and tomorrow and
tomorrow. It is not what Whitman had
in mind by beating and pounding for
the dead. True dead, unlike false
dead, hear what we sing to them.

The music of experience;
the noise of failure.
Years ago, I traveled to Water
ton, Alberta, the north end of Glacier
Park, and spent a whole sunny, windy
August afternoon sitting on a slope
high in the mountains listening to an
Aspen tree. I wrote a small poem
about that experience:
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father, Steve, and employed a sort of
combination housekeeper and nurse,
Pauline Bardal, to look after both of
them. Pauline was born in 1895 to the
first generation of Icelandic immi
grants in western Minnesota. When I
knew her in the late 40’s or early 50’s,
she must have been nearing 60. Age
is relative to children, so I did not
think of her as being particularly old.
She was simply Pauline, and would
remain that way until she died 30
years later.
She was almost six feet tall,
without a bit of fat on her, and this
made her bones visible, particularly
in the hands, joints moving with large
gestures as if each finger had reason
ing power of its own. Her leanness
was partly genetic, but partly also the
result of continual work. In the cities
she would have been called a domes
tic, though her duties at Peterson’s
and elsewhere always involved nurs
ing the infirm and dying. In the more
informal class labeling of rural Min
nesota, she was simply Pauline.
After finishing her duties with
bread, chickens, or tending to old
Steve, Pauline retired to the den for a
half hour of music. I was invited to
listen and always delighted by the
prospect. She sat herself on the
bench, arranging her bones with
great dignity and formality. Music
was not a trifling matter even if your
hands were fresh from flour bin or
hen house. Pauline did not play light
music; though she was conventional
ly religious in a Lutheran sort of way, I
knew, even as a child, that music was
her true s p iritu a l exercise. She
always played slowly, and I suppose,
badly, but it made no difference. She
transported both herself and me by
the simple act of playing. Her favorite
pieces were Handel’s “ Largo” from
Xerxes, and a piano arrangement of
the finale of Bach’s Sf Matthew Pas
sion: “ In Deepest Grief.” She had
never learned true fingering, and got
most of her musical experience at an

old pump organ that she played for
chifrch services. She did not so much
strike the keys as slide with painstak
ing slowness from one to the next,
leaving sufficient time for the manual
rearrangement of the bones in her
hands. This gave all . her perform
ances a certain halting dignity, even if
sometimes questionable accuracy. It
was always said around Minneota
that her most moving performances
were at funerals, where' enormously
slow tempos seemed appropriate.
She played the sad Bach as a postlude while mourners filed past the
open coffin for the last time.
But Pauline at the keyboard was
not a lugubrious spirit. Watching that
joy on her bony face as her fingers
slid over the yellowed keyboard of the
old upright, it became clear to me
even as a child that neither her nor my
true life came from kneading bread or
candling eggs or fluffing pillows in a
sick bed, but happened in the pres
ence of those noises, badly as they
might be made by your own hands.
They lived in the inner lines of that
Bach, so difficult to manage cleanly
with work-stiffened fingers. You felt
Bach’s grandeur moving under you at
whatever speed. The Handel “ Largo,”
though it has become something of a
joke fo r so p h istica te d listeners
through its endless bad piano trans
criptions is, in fact, a glorious piece,
one of the great gifts from Europe.
Even on farms in rural Minnesota, you
deserve the extraordinary joy of hear
ing it for the first time, as if composed
in your presence, only for you. I heard
it that way, under Pauline’s hands.
The Minneapolis Symphony playing
Beethoven’s Ninth in the living room
could not have been so moving or
wonderful as that “ Largo” in Peter
son’s back room.
Pauline, in American terms, was
a great failure: always poor, never
married, living in a shabby small
house when not installed in others’
backrooms, worked as a domestic
se rv a n t, fo rm a lly u n e d u c a te d ,
English spoken with the odd inflec
tions of those who learn it as a sec
ond language, gawky and not physi
cally beautiful, a badly trained musi
cian whose performances would
have caused laughter in the cities.
She owned nothing valuable, traveled
little, and died alone, the last of her
family. If there were love affairs, no
one will now know anything about
them, and everyone involved is surely
dead. Probably she died a virgin, the
second most terrible fate, after dying
broke, that can befall an American.

The history of a
failed immigrant.
Minneota is a community born
out of failure about 1880. By that I
mean that no one ever arrived in Min
neota after being a success else
where. It is an immigrant town,.set
tled by European refuse, first those
starved out of Ireland, then Norway,
Iceland, Sweden, Holland, Belgium.
Given the harshness of western Min
nesota’s climate and landscape, peo
ple did not come to retire or loaf. They
came to farm, and had they been suc
cessful at it in the old world, would
not have uprooted their families,
thrown away culture and language,
and braved mosquitos and blizzards
for mere pleasure. Minneota is, of
course, a paradigm for the settling of
the whole country. We are a nation of
failures who have done all right and
been lucky. Perhaps it is some
ancient dark fear of repeating our
own grandfathers’ lives that makes
us reluctant to acknowledge failure
in national or private life.
Pauline’s father, Frithgeir, came
in 1880 in the third wave of nationali
ties to Minneota: the Icelanders. He
likely read one of the pamphlets cir
culated by the American government
in a ll S ca n d in a via n c o u n trie s ,
describing free and fertile land avail
able on the Great Plains for farmers
of sturdy, su fficie n tly Caucasian
stock. The United States was always
particular about the race of its fail
ures. The pamphlet probably men

tioned glowingly the bountiful har
vests, rich topsoil, good drainage and
pasturage, cheap rail transport, and
healthful bracing climate. Frithgeir
Joakimsson, who took his new last
name, Bardal, from his home valley in
north Iceland, arrived in 1880, found
most of the best land gone, and
picked perhaps the hilliest, stoniest,
barest though loveliest farm acreage
in that part of western Minnesota.
He was 37 years old, single, and,
in all likelihood, knew not a word of
English when he came. Pauline, when
she was old, disposed of her fam ily’s
books to good homes, and gave me
her father’s first English grammar
and phrase book that she said he us
ed on the boat. It was in Danish,
English, and Icelandic, well-worn
though intact. Pauline clearly trea
sured it. Leafing through it now, I
imagine rough farmer’s hands some'thing like Pauline’s, holding the book
on an open deck in mid-Atlantic, sea
wind rustling the pages under his
thumb— "Hvar er vegurinn vestur till
Minneota?”
Pauline once fried steaks in a
farmers’ night club out in the country,
an odd job for a teetotaler, and for
this she was probably paid a pit
tance. My mother tended the bar, and
the two of them often drove out
together. I saw them at work once; in
the middle of loud country music and
boisterous drinking, they tended
these rough farmers, not like hired
help, but like indulgent great aunts
looking benevolently after children
having a good time. Pauline owned
an old Ford which she drove with
enthusiasm. Well into her eighties
she took friends on vacation and
shopping trips, and made lunch runs
for the senior citizens. Speaking of
people sometimes 10 or 20 years her
junior, she said, “ They’re getting old,
you know, and it’s hard for them to
get around.” Pauline’s gifts to me in
cluded not only music. She tended
both my parents at their death beds,
and when my mother, a week before
she died, lost her second language,
English, and spoke to me only in her
first, Icelandic, which I did not under
stand, Pauline translated. The gifts of
the unschooled are often those we
did not know we would need—the
right words, the right music.
Eternal though she seemed to
me, age caught her. The end began
with the trembling hands of Parkin
son’s disease, a cruel irony for a
woman who took her delight in play
ing music, however badly. Soon she
went into the nursing home, and died
not long after, still peeved with the
universe, I think, for taking music
away from her at the end. I don’t even
know who was there to tend her bed
side at the last. Probably she had had
enough of that, and wanted to be
alone. Indeed, the solitariness of her
whole life prepared her for it. This
was 1981, 101 years after her father
left Thingeyarsysla for a new life. She
had lived in America 86 years.

Pack rat houses,
and what they tell.
The opening o f the Bardal
house, of which Pauline was the last
occupant out of a family of six, was
not greeted with amazement and that
is, in itself, amazing. Traditionally in
Minneota, as in villages all across the
world, pack rats, generally unmar
ried, die in houses stuffed to the ceil
ing with moldy newspapers, rusted
coffee cans full of money, and an
over-population of bored cats.
The first astonishing fact about
the house was the sheer amount in
side it. It was neither dirty, nor dis
orderly. The piles had been dusted,
and the narrow crevices between
them vacuumed and scrubbed, but
within some mounds, nothing had
moved for 40 years. Papers were
stacked neatly in order, probably put
there the week they arrived, from 1937
onward. The Bardal family had been
schooled historically and genetically
by a thousand years of Icelandic pov
erty of the meanest, most abject vari
ety. They moved to a poor farm in the

Site was one of millions
in a culture that had
been bamboozled for
reasons no one quite
understands into
accepting a cheap
destructive idea of
success.
poorest county of Minnesota, and
when the Depression reduced penury
to catastrophe, moved into a pdor,
small house in Minneota. While their
storage space shrank, their goods ex
panded, and the double beds became
single beds after the floor space filled
up to the bedsprings. They were a
family on whom nothing was lost, not
even the useless doo-dads that ar
rived from answering every “ free spe
cial offer” ad for over a half century.
They accumulated no cans full
of bank notes, no hidden treasure,
nothing of any genuine monetary
value; the Bardals were, in that re
gard, truly poor. But not poor in mind
or spirit! They owned books in three
or four languages: Plato, Homer,
B jornsson in N orw egian, Snorri
Sturlasson in Icelandic, Whitman,
Darwin, Dickens, Ingersoll, Elbert
Hubbard, piles of scores by Handel,
Bach, Mozart, George Beverly Shea
and Bjorgvin Gudm undsson, old
cylinders of Caruso, Galla-Curci,
Schumann-Heink, John McCormack,
cheap books reproducing paintings
and sculpture from great European
museums, organ, piano, violin, trum
pet, manuals for gardening, cooking
and home remedies, the best maga
zines of political commentary and art
criticism next to Capper’s Farmer, the
Minneota Mascot, and the Plain
Truth, dictionaries and grammars in
three or four languages, books of sci
e n tific marvels, Richard B urton’s
travel adventures, old text books for
speech and mathematics, Bibles and
hymn books in every Scandinavian
language, Faust, The R eader’s
Digest, and “Sweet Hour of Prayer."
That tiny house was a space ship
stocked to leave the planet after col
lecting the best we have done for
each other for the last 4,000 years of
human consciousness. And none of it
worth ten cents in the real world of
free enterprise! The executors might
as well have torched the house, thus
saving the labor of sorting it, giving
mementos to friends and peddling
the rest at a garage sale on a swelter
ing summer afternoon. What one rea
lized with genuine astonishment was
that the Bardals piled this extraor
dinary junk not only inside their
cramped house; that house was a
metaphor for their interior life which
they stocked with the greatest beauty
and intelligence they understood.
They read the books, played the in
struments, carried the contents of
that house in their heads.

T/ie author's indignation.
I try, again and again, through
literature, music, history and experi
ence, to get at the point of failure—
but I fail. Perhaps that /s my point.
Clear logical structures, much as I
love them myself, are not so germane
as the “ touch of regret that comes
from the heart” in understanding
what I am trying to penetrate.
This idea began with an image, a
comparison, really. Disgusted with
my whole country after the 1984 elec
tion, with its bludgeoning rhetoric of
business success, m ilitary victory,
and contempt for the failures and
oddballs of America who have tried to
ask difficult questions, I tried to
imagine what it would be like to be in
a room with my own leaders, perhaps
inviting the current administration
over to my house for drinks. Aside
from their withering scorn that some
one so obviously able and white
would choose to live in a shabby

house in an obscure backwater like
Minneota (this would provoke only
angry sputtering fulmination from
me), I realized that they would bore
the bejesus out of not only me, but
everyone I valued and a great many of
those I didn’t.
I would rather have spent an eve
ning with Pauline Bardal, playing
music and listening to her Icelandic
stories. This poor, presumably ignor
ant and obscure woman would even
have taken the fun out of the drinks,
since she disapproved of them, yet
she was more fit to organize society
than the most exalted leaders on the
planet. She was not empty as a
human, and therefore, however ordi
nary, gave off love, and could not be

boring in quite the same way. Since
she had a genuine feeling for beauty,
though little skill at making it, “ good
w ill” and some richness of soul
would enter a room with her and
grace it. And yet she was one of
mil .ons in a culture that had been
bamboozled for reasons no one quite
understands into accepting a cheap
destructive idea of success and pub
licly worshiping it in the most de
meaning and mindless way. That suc
cess idea surfaced like a hydra after
every American disaster that ought to
have taught us something about our
selves, history and love—the Viet
Nam War, the Depression, the impe
rialist fiascos with Spain and the

Philippines at the turn of the century,
the Civil War.

The poor and the drunk :
two more kinds of failure.
Two failures we teach children to
fear are poverty and alcoholism. We
state them positively: work hard and
stay sober. Yet Christianity, to which
we give public lip service, praises
glad poverty; many alcoholics date
the birth of their true humanity from
the realization of booze’s aw ful
power in their lives.
James Agee, in the course of
spending a summer writing about
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some poor ignorant Alabama tenant
farmers in the thirties, discovered
that their small, failed lives could not
quite be described by normal Ameri
can power values. He calls his book
about them Let Us Now Praise
Famous Men and comes to this con-,
elusion about the poor and failed:
they are human in precisely the same
manner as ourselves, and therefore
bottomless. It takes him hundreds of
pages of thundering prose to grab the
scruff of the reader’s neck, and shake
him to the same conclusion. Money
earned, suit brand, car model, school
degree, powerful army, big bombs,
bootstrap rhetoric, make no differ
ence. Everything the success culture
takes for granted turns to fog that
burns off when you put light on it. At
the bottom of everything is skin;
under that, blood and bone. This sim
ple fact shocked Agee and gave him a
case of the ecstasy.
Like poverty, alcoholism is a fail
ure hard to deny, for denial leads to
suicide. The ideas that Alcoholics
Anonymous proposes to help alco
holics recover have in them the “ true
regret from the heart” and staying
sober requires “ good will and more
good will.” An alcoholic must confess
to his fellows: all greetings begin,
“ My name is Joe, and I’m a drunk.”
Substitute your own name in that
sentence and the music of failure
sounds in earshot. Drunks black out,
remember nothing; A.A. requires
memory, the acknowledgment of ac
tions’ effects on self and others, then
apology and atonement. You must
make right what you have put wrong
with your drinking; pay just debts.
Imagine America coming up from one
of its blackouts to apologize to Cam
bodia, Nicaragua, the Sioux, interned
Japanese, or the blacklisted. Imagine
yourself....
The serenity prayer, spoken at
every A.A. m eeting, is the true

hundred years in America, and failed
miserably by almost every definition
our culture offers us?
The Bardals came out of an
immigrant culture that had succeed
ed at failure. They were Icelanders,
and conscious of it, and though none
of Frithgeir’s children ever saw their
ancestral home, the called them
selves “ western Icelanders,” and
could observe by looking at any tele
vision set that they were not quite
American in the manner conceived in
commercials and soap operas.
The Icelandic immigration at the
end of the nineteenth century took
place, as did so many such move
ments, largely because of grinding
poverty. The Icelanders, historically,
showed talent for surviving near
starvation, but, by 1875, an escape
opened to them that was like none
other in history. Free land was not an
offer taken lightly.
At 36 I went off to live in Iceland
for a year or two, and had a look at the
farms the ancestors of Minneota Ice
landers left, including my own grand
father’s and the Bardals’. In 1875, the
houses must have been dank turfcovered hovels, smelling of chamber
pots and boiled fish, ceilings so low
that generally tall Icelanders must
have developed hunches stooping
under their own roofline. In 1875,
there were no roads, only horse
tracks; no sophisticated-machines,
only scythes and hand rakes; almost
no light, heat, sanitation or plumbing.
Aside from a handful of Christmas
raisins or prunes, and daily ruta
bagas and potatoes, their whole diet
consisted of boiled dried cod, boiled
salt mutton, rotted shark, and a pud
ding made out of sour milk. They had
never seen an orange, an apple, or
corn, much less an avocado. They
had little topsoil, a miniscule growing
season sufficient for almost no food
crops, interminable winters and grey,

Everything the success culture takes for granted
turns to fog that bum s off when you put light on it.
A t the bottom of everything is skin; under that, blood
and bone.
national anthem of the country of
failure:
God, grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot change;
the courage to change the things I
can; and the wisdom to know the
difference.
No bombs bursting in air in that
one.

Failure in national life:
a little history of Iceland.
What, then, shall we say in
praise of the Bardals, all dead in a
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cold, drizzly summers, frosts in'June,
snow in August, and icy sea fogs in
between. They raised hardy old Vik
ing sheep, a cow or two for milk, and
hay that was really only native grass;
to feed the animals. They moved
around on small sturdy horses who
coped with endless frost heaves, bog
holes, cliffs, and gravelly, cold, gla
cial rivers that separated one remote
farm from the next. Icelandic farmers
lived, for all practical purposes, in the
twelfth century until well into the
twentieth. It is almost impossible for
us to conceive the meanness and iso
lation of their lives. They occupied
the outer edge of an island on the

outer edge of Europe in poverty
worthy of the most dismal backwater
of the Third World in Africa or Asia.
Iceland also had a history of los
ing, both geological and political.
Settled by ninth century Vikings who
organized the world’s first genuine
Parliament, they were the only kingless Europeans, but lost that prize
through th e ir own in te rm inable
squabbling.
And yet they did indeed make a
great, though curiously austere, civili
zation. With no usable building stone,
no musical instruments, no minable
metals, and a paucity of food and
shelter, they built the most substan
tial European literature of the middle
ages by using the only equipment left
to them on this barren rockpile: lan
guage, not Latin, but their own be
loved vernacular Icelandic.
What is the heroic subject of the
greatest of that literature? Failure.
The Sturlunga Saga chronicles with
bloody detail the venial civil quarrels ,
that led to the breakdown of political
structures and ensuing loss of inde
pendence. Laxdaela Saga records a
w illfu l ‘woman’s successive failed
marriages and loves that make Anna
Karenina or Madame Bovary seem by
comparison cheerful. The gods them
selves, in Viking mythology, were
doomed to perish, and Valhalla is a
temple of failure. In N jal’s Saga (a
worthy companion to Homer) almost
all the main characters are swept up
in a violent tide that culminates in the
deliberate burning to death of Njal’s
whole family, including aged wife and
grandchildren, inside his house. It is
surely a cautionary story, designed to
be told to an audience themselves af
flicted with a quarrelsome nature and
a taste for recrimination and revenge.
The Icelanders, by facing the
drastic failures of their history and
nature, created a literature that held
the national ego together through 600
years of colonial domination, black
plague, leprosy, volcanic eruption,
and famine that by 1750 reduced this
already half-starved population to
half the size it had been at its settle
ment time. The most wretched Ice
landic household had those books
and read them; they were the ballast
every Icelander carried through the
long centuries of failure.
A saga reader visiting Iceland
now, expecting blood-thirstiness or
violence from the population, is in for
disappointment. He finds instead a
mild, harmonious, democratic wel
fare state, just and literate, almost
without murder, theft, or any violent
crime. Doors are left unlocked and
lost billfolds returned to strangers.
Poverty in any sense an Ameri-.
can might understand is unknown. It
struck me while I lived there, and
must equally strike many American
tourists, that Iceland is what America
says it is and is, in fact, not. Our liter
ature, too, is full of failure—-the sunk
Pequod and the dead crew in Moby
Dick, Hawthorne’s vision of failed
love in an icy community, Huck Finn
on the raft choosing evil, and Whit
man’s great poems in praise of death
— but we do not carry these books
around inside our public life as Ice
landers carry theirs.
What distinguishes Icelandic
from American failure is the sense of
responsibility. It was neither Norwe
gian, Dane, black .plague, nor polar
ice who wrecked Iceland’s indepen
dence, fertility and prosperity; their
literature makes absolutely clear that
it was Icelanders themselves who did
these things. We made terrible mis
takes and we alone, they say to one
another in books. Viewing their his
tory generously, you might even be in
clined to share blame for troubles
with Norway, Denmark, or at least
bad luck, but Icelanders will have
none of it. It is a matter of national
pride to have behaved so stupidly in
the past and survived as a nation to
learn something from it. Alteration is
possible if you stop in time; this is
one of the clear lessons both of A.A.
and of history. In addition, there is a
certain pleasure that comes from
swallowing your own failure. A great
deal of Icelandic humor grows out of
these indigestible lumps of history.

Nothing that is itself can con
ceivably be termed a failure by the
transcendental definition. But things
must acknowledge and live up to
their selfness. This is fairly effortless
for a horse or a cow, more difficult for
a human being, and judging by the
evidence of history, almost impossi
ble for a community or a country.
When it happens occasionally, as I
argue that it did in the case of the Ice
landers, it creates a rare wonder, a
community that has eaten its own
failures so completely that it has no
need to be other than itself. Iceland
has no army, because an army cannot
defend anything genuinely worth de
fending. In my more melancholy uto
pian moments, I think America would
be better defended without one, too.
The Bardals came out of that
failure tradition, and it schooled them
well for their hundred years in Amer
ica. Friends of mine meeting Pauline
for the first time would remark on her
aristocratic bearing. There was no
bowing and scraping in her; she met
bank presidents and failed farmers

It struck me while I lived
there, and must equally
strike many American
tourists, that Iceland is
what America says it is
and is, in fact, not.
with the same straightforward kind
ness. And why, given the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution,
and the rhetoric of American history,
should she not? Her soul was not tied
to a bank account or elegant clothes,
and whatever difficulties life dealt
her, she remained Pauline and that
was sufficient. No one can steal the
self while you are sleeping if it is suf
ficiently large in your body. A country
with a sufficient ego casts off para
noia about plots to steal its factories
and merchandise, and behaves with
grace and mildness toward its neigh
bors.
But an alcoholic protects that
weak self by filling it with whiskey. A
stock speculator in the twenties filled
it with Dusenbergs, ermines, Water
ford chandeliers, and Newport villas.
When these toys disappeared abrupt
ly, the now defenseless self stepped
to the window and, taking advantage
of the fact that it lived inside a heavy
body, dropped out. Some alcoholics
drive off cliffs if you take whiskey
away. An empty country, then, pro
tects itself at all costs against the
idea of its own failure, lest some part
of its weak psyche understand that it
must commit a sort of suicide when
ever it is tempted to feel the “ true
regret.” A hundred years ago, this
was serious, but not final. A country
more or less blown off the map, even
a large one, would still be populated
by deer, muskrats, fox, weeds and
grass. Since 1945, self-building has
become a matter of life and death for
the whole planet. We have now
reached the point in human history
where some cure is absolutely neces
sary, some embracing of wholesome
failure.

Bill Holm is one of Minnesota’s most
renowned authors. He presently lives in
Minneota. This essay is abridged from
an original essay of the same name,
which can be found in Prairie Days
published by Saybrook Company.
Stuart Mead is a Twin Cities painter.
Connie Gilbert has managed her graphic
design business since 1982, and has
worked with clients such as American
Public Radio, Dataserv, and the
Community Design Center.
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Twenty Years Toward Peace
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First Wednesdays at First Universalist
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Thursday, October 2 0
A READING BY GRACE PALEY

7:30 p.m.

$7

Great Hall, Coffman Union
300 Washington Avenue SE
University of Minnesota

Grace Paley is an award-winning short-story
writer, poet, and lifelong peace activist.

Cosponsored by The Loft,
A Place for Writing and Uterature

FIRSTUNIVERSALIST
CHURCH
5000 Girard Avenue South
Minneapolis
Dale Shifter, Musical Director
presents
WCTOTV

Sundaysat 4:00p.m.
November 13
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C.P.E. Bach and Friends
A Recital with Commentary
Daniel Lloyd. Forte piano
A Twentieth Century Holiday Festival with First
Universalist Choirs and Brass Featuring World Premieres!
Cradle Song
Warren Park
Carols of Splendour
James Adler
Sunny Didier. Soprano

February 12

Young Artists Concert
Sponsored in Cooperation with The Chopin Society,
Featuring Highly Talented Young Artists from the Region, i

March 12

Bopp Nouveau
An Original and Contemporary Jazz Quintet
Featuring Ed Berger and Corel Thomas

April 2

Early English. Celtic and Renaissance Music
Gaylord Stauffer, Celtic Harp

April 30

Performance of Winning Composers Works
Finalists of the 1989 First Universalist Composer's
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May 21

GLORIA
Francis Poulenc and John Rutter
First Universalist Choir
Nancy Wuertenberger Drexler. Soprano
Dale Shifter Conductor

SevenConcerts- $35.00
$6.00and14.00(StudentsandSeniorCitizens)EachConcert
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Hauenstein Series
First Universalist Church
Sponsorships: Corporate and tndividml at >W . 1250 and »1w.
3000 Girard Avenue South
Series founded in 1977 by David Juncker in honor of Nelson and Louw Hauenwein
Minneapolis. MN 55419

Friday, October 21
ACTION AT HONEYWELL HEADQUARTERS

6:30 a.m.
28th Street and Fourth Avenue
Minneapolis

We will gather at 6:30 a.m. for a ceremony and encircle
Honeywell. The presence of both supporters and those
willing to do civil disobedience is needed.

IN THE KING OF PRUSSIA

7:30 p.m.

$6

Mayo Auditorium, East Bank,
University of Minnesota

A film of a Plowshares trial with Martin Sheen, Daniel
Berrigan, Molly Rush, Carl Kabat, Philip Berrigan, and
others: produced/directed by Emile de Antonio, who will
make a personal appearance. Special appearance by poet Robert Bly

(I/2 block south of intersection
of Washington Ave. and Church St.:
1 block east of Coffm an Union - next
to Owre Hall)

Saturday, October 2 2
REFLECTION AND RENEWAL: PANELS/DISCUSSION*
8:30
9:00

Sam Adams. Char Madigan. Moira Moga.
M oderator Howard Vogel

10:30

8:30 to 4:30

$6 for day

Mississippi Room, Coffman Union
300 Washington Avenue SE
University of Minnesota

Registration
PERSONAL DECISIONS ABOUT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
LAW AND THE MOVEMENT
Linda Gallant. Doug Hall. Jerry Peterson
Ken Titsen. M oderator Mark Werntck

12:00
1:00

Lunch (not provided)
BALANCING THE PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
IN PEACE ACTIVISM

3:00

THE USES OF INSPIRATION AND THE IMAGINATION

Dave Dellinger, Barbara Mishler. Rachel
Tilsen. M oderator Mary Lou O ft
'C hild care available upon request

Carol Bty, Martha Boesing, Grace Paley

HONEYWELL PROJECT ANNIVERSARY AWARDS
An evening honoring peace and justice activists,
with Susan Vass, Grace Paley, Gregory Bitz,
Emile de Antonio, Dave Dellinger, Judy Larson and
Bill Hinkley, Carol Connolly, the Untitled Number 2
kids rock band, and Larry Long.

7:00 p.m.

$7

Willey Hall, West Bank
University of Minnesota

M B Package tickets are $18 (admission to all events). Donations are gratefully accepted: Tickets purchased fo r $25 or more help support the
Honeywell Project and pay for low income and scholarship tickets.
To order tickets and for further information, contact the Honeywell Project, Meridei LeSueur Center for Peace and Justice, 1929 South
Street, Minneapolis, MN 55454 612/339-3524.
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The Life and Death of Vincent Van Gogh
a film by Paul Cox
narrated by John Hurt

&

DEREK WALCOTT
West Indian poet and Obie-winning playwright
with

E L IZ A B E T H JO H N S O N

R E A D IN G : Friday, O ctober 14, 8 p.m.
Bridgman Hall, Hamline University
W O R K S H O P : Saturday, O ctober 15, 11 a.m.
Fireplace Room, Willey Hall, U of M

N O R M A N M AILER
More irreverent, more outrage
ous, and louder than ever, the
Tony Aw ard-w inning SAN
FRANCISCO M IME TROUPE
brings its latest satiric smash
hit, "Ripped Van Winkle" to St.
Paul's Central High Theater
(at Lexington and Marshall)
on NOVEMBER 11 & 12, 8 pan.
Call 870-1712 for ticket info.

Celebrated novelist and
pulitzer prize winner will
present an evening of
entertaining lecture.
Tickets: $16.50 & $18.50
Students: $10.00
For Ticket Information
Call TGT Box Office: 612-377-2224

"The most
profound
exploration of
an artist's soul
ever to be put
on film."
-Andrew Sarris,,
Village Voice

Nitely 7:30
& 9:30
5:30 Sat.Sun.
aho

Sunday afternoons starting Sept. 25
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C a ll f o r m ore inform ation
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For a generation American politics
has been bogged down by a debili
tating argument as to whether
welfare liberalism or free market
capitalism is the best solution to our
problems. The 1988 presidential
campaign presents an opportunity
for the discussion to be opened up
in dramatic new ways
by questioning many of the assump
tions that both Democrats and Re
publicans have taken for granted for
a long time. Both parties have seen
the task of government as furthering
the aggregate interests of individuals
while providing a degree of security
for our nation in a dangerous and
complex world.
Reliance on welfare liberalism
and free market capitalism as our
only visio n s fo r g u iding pu b lic
deliberation has narrowed the ability
of our political parties to confront
changed realities. Both of these
visions rest almost exclusively on a
combination of cost-benefit analysis
and interest-group mediation, tech
niques that allow manipulation of ex
isting structures but do not permit
discussion of the nature of those
structures or the ends of society as a
whole. The discussion of “ the com
mon good,” a discussion that would
allow us to consider critically the
present structure of our society and
the directions we have previously
taken for granted, would open up new
possibilities, possibilities that might
allow us to escape the debilitating
impasses into which we have fallen
both at home and abroad.
ur recent difficulties have
arisen because of problems
that come at us from many
and from all directions. Chief among
them are two related problems involv
ing our economy and our position as
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a world power. While our economy
has continued to grow, that growth
has been very uneven, involving high
levels of consumption by the affluent
while our country’s infrastructure has
been allowed to deteriorate. Further
more, this growth has been sustained
by unprecedented borrowing from
abroad, turning the United States, in
a breathtakingly short time, into the
world’s largest debtor nation. Even
more serious than our loss of internajio n a l economic competitiveness is
the fact that our economic growth
has caused grave problems, not only
for the "truly deprived,” but for the af
fluent as well, whose lives seem to
lack personal meaning and social co
hesion. At the same time, we can no
longer consider ourselves the domi
nant military power, despite our larg
est peacetime military buildup. Mas
sive unsettling economic and military
changes seem certain to mark the
next a d m in is tra tio n ’s tenure of
office.
Things have not been going too
well for the Soviet Union either. Yet
the last couple of years have brought
a surprising breath of fresh air from
Russia. We have heard about glas
nost, openness, and perestroika,
restructuring. And we have seen a
rather attractive man, Mikhail Gorba
chev, eloquently arguing for and at
tempting to embody those terms.
Could it be, despite our legitimate
skepticism about these changes,
that the new leaders of the USSR are
sincere, that they believe that the
conditions of an increasingly tech
nologically sophisticated and inter
linked world economy require that
international relations, in Gorba
chev’s words, “ can and must be kept
within a framework of peaceful com
petition which necessarily envisages
cooperation” ? Could the present mo
ment mark a really new situation —
one that poses difficulties for the
United States because it requires ma
jor readjustments in thought and
behavior, but also a moment of
sources
historic opportunity? The opportunity
we speak of is the chance to lead this
nation in a much more hopeful direc
tion as we approach the year 2000.

Drawing.from the Painting Flag/Necessity by JonMarc Edwards

Fill in the Blanks,
Color by Letter
Y = Yellow
R = Red
B = Black
W = White
G = Green

n the face of our own seeming
what it has promised. But the Demo
thizing with the aims of the president
ly intractable problems, but
crats have responded either by talk
and his party. Vision shapes public
opinion. In this sense, vision is power
with these new opportunities in mind,ing solemnly about “ an era of lim its”
it is appropriate to ask- whether we
in which taxes must be raised, to
to govern. More important, the role of
which Americans have generally pre
too could use a change of direction,
the president, and consequently the
an opening up and a restructuring. Of
ferred the fantasy, or by embracing
greatness of a president, is measured
the Reagan promises and the agenda
course, our problems are different
by his ability persuasively to advo
that the Republicans popularized and
cate a strong sense of the public
from the Soviet Union’s, and their
contending only that Democrats have
agenda is not ours. Nevertheless, the
good. Only in this way can a basis be
better ideas or techniques to realize
laid for significant structural reforms
theme of “ the common good,” if at
them.
tractively represented in the words
as opposed to technocratic fine
Some strategists believe that
tuning.
and actions of the Democratic candi
date, could be the breath of fresh air
the Democratic candidate should say
In a democracy the president
as little as possible in the fall cam
must be more than the manager of
that we need, the “glasnost” that
would allow us to consider our prob
paign about how he intends to govern
the national administration and more
lems in a new way. Pope John Paul II
while hoping to exploit any error or in
than the shaper of public opinion.
was correct when he said in his re
discretion committed by his oppo
The president must also act as the
cent encyclical, On Social Concern,
nent.
teacher, in the best sense of that
that liberal capitalism is in as much
Such a strategy would be a grave
term, by reminding his (or her, in the
need of fundamental reform as is
error for the Democrats regardless of
future) fellow citizens of their com
Marxist collectivism, a remark that
caused howls of pain among neocon
servative intellectuals, but one that
the Democratic candidate ought to
take to heart.
There are two ways out of the
double-barreled weakness in our
economy and in our position as a
world power. We can embark on a
frenzied effort to “ regain the competi
tive edge” economically and to in
crease our military invulnerability, or
we can work for a new system of
world order that would relieve the
pressure both on us and on others.
The former strategy is self-defeating,
while the latter strategy involves the
search for the common good at home
the electoral outcome. It is incorrect
mon commitments and standards.
and abroad.
to assume that a candidate and a par
The president can do this by recalling
efore sketching the sub
ty can win only in the way consumer
common history: the record of our
stance of a vision of the
products succeed— by becoming in
achievements, but also of our failures
common good, we would like to em
creasingly bland so as not to offend
and defeats. The president teaches
phasize the importance of the vision
anyone. If he fails to articulate a vi
best when s/he encourages citizens
itself, and the need for the Demo
sion of national life, the Democratic
to join actively with their fellows in
cratic candidate to challenge the
candidate will risk imitating recent
considering the course of public life
rhetoric both of the Reagan adminis
administrations, which all too often
for themselves, when s/he generates
have engaged in a pattern of merely
tration and of some of its previous
vigorous debate. Thus, the Democrat
reacting, adapting in ah increasingly
Democratic opponents. Ronald Rea
ic candidate can be a catalyst for sig
gan has consistently projected a fan
random manner to a bewildering
nificant and enduring change in the
environment.
nation’s political climate. The debate
tasy image of an America immensely
rich and powerful because of unre
vision is necessary, in the
between the free market and the wel
strained free enterprise, an America
first instance, because a
fare state has exhausted its utility.
in which small-town virtues can flour
candidate needs to project a visionNew
of times demand a broadened
ish “ without government interfer
governance to be able to govern
focus. The notion of the common
ence.” Americans have grown dis
effectively. A coherent vision, a public
good can provide a new vision
trustful and cynical because this
philosophy, provides citizens with the
through which public deliberations
fantasy obviously has not produced
means for understanding and sympa
can take focus and radical reform

I

It is incorrect to assume that a candidate
and a party can win only in the way
consumer products succeed— by
becoming increasingly bland so as not to
offend anyone.

B

A

can take place.
Consider the present interna
tional situation from the perspective
of the common good. The Reagan ad
ministration has made significant in
roads in nuclear arms reduction
agreements with the Soviets, an
achievement so historic that it may
well be remembered as this adminis
tra tio n ’s most significant accom
plishment. Testing the sincerity of the
Soviet Union at every point, we can
press ahead to further reductions, in
cluding reductions in conventional
armaments. Of course, we should
use the Strategic Defense Initiative
as a bargaining chip— it probably will
never work anyway. What we don’t
need is to drop another trillion dollars
in the black hole of a highly dubious
weapons system.

A

4 B rm s reduction is a vivid exam
ple of a policy motivated by the com
mon good. It benefits not only the
Russians and us. As Pope John Paul
II recently pointed out, the enormous
amount of money the Russians and
Americans spend on armaments has
a big impact on the suffering peoples
of the third world. Although the
pope’s concerns are moral and hu
manitarian, his point actually makes
a great deal of economic sense, as
many have argued recently. Capital
transfers from the industrialized na
tions to the third world are on the
agenda and are not just a matter of
charity. Significant growth in the third
world will provide the best possible
market for our own reviving economy
and will help to head off a depression
caused by over-production and over
competition in the advanced nations.
All of these proposals will re
quire prolonged and complex negoti
ations leading to a whole network of
agreements. Any effort to strengthen
the economies of third world nations
must guard against neocolonial inter
ference, on the one hand, and corrup
tion and distortion in the receiving
countries, on the other. The United
States cannot dictate these agree
ments: those days are over. But we
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paign that according to recent opi
are still strong enough to take the
nion polls has been only partly suc
lead in working out cooperative
cessful. We have had enough of
agreements and putting pressure on
hypocritical populism, of candidates
recalcitrant allies to do their share.
running against the government they
With vigorous leadership we can pro
are seeking to lead. We need govern
ve strong enough to help set up a
ment. How else can the United States
cooperative world economic order
possibly organize and direct its scat
that would replace the outmoded no
tered energies during this period of
tion that a single great power must
difficult international restructuring?
dominate the globe in order to ensure
But we must innovate to make gov
favorable economic conditions.
ernment more effective. From the per
he notion of the common
spective of the common good, inno
good c ould provide the
vation means reexamining the rela
touchstone for a domestic program
tionship of government to the larger
that is hopeful and realistic as well.
society of which it is a part. In Amer
The international picture sketched
ica, nongovernmental institutions
above would have a great impact on
that are in many respects more public
the domestic scene. Reductions in
than private are critica l to the effec
the military budget would provide sig
tive functioning of our political life.
nificant help with the deficit problem.
The partnership of government
Yet more needs to be done. We have
with what is often too loosely called
been consuming a lot more than we
“ the private sector” should not be
have been earning (some of us have
confused w ith a merely reactive
been consuming a lot more than
“ privatization.” Government is not
others), and we are not making things
always inefficient —think of the TVA
as well or as inexpensively as others
— nor is business a paragon of effi
in the world. At a time of severe bud
ciency—think of the automakers in
get deficits, we must spend much
the 1970s before the government’s
more money on education and other
loan to Chrysler. We need to engage
parts of our social and material infrathe energies of both the public and
private sectors, or rather to see that
“ government” and “ public” are not
synonymous. Business is “ private”
only in the sense that it is partly in
dependent of government, but it re
mains an important part of our public
communal life. So do the organiza
tions of working people and the myri
ad nonprofit organizations of inter
mediate scale. The involvement of all
of these vital elements in our national
life is critical to a renewed effort
toward attaining the common good.
E ffe c tiv e governm ent does not
replace other forms of organization;
rather, it assists them to do what they
do best. That is one way that the com
mon good is realized.

T

A coherent vision, a
public philosophy,
provides citizens
with the means for
understanding and
sympathizing with
the aims of the
president and his
party.

shifts from recent policy. Such shifts
do not mean simply a return to an ear
lier day, characterized in the popular
imagination, however unfairly, as the
period of “ welfare handouts.” Prob
lems that the “ truly deprived” face
can be linked to problems that affect
all Americans. The task is to build a
better society for all of us, and, where
possible, advantages should be
broadly shared. Social Security is a
good example. The middle class de
fends this form of welfare because it
shares in the return. For this reason,
means testing for Social Security
would be a disastrous move that
he current Democratic can
could easily lead to its severe curtail
didate must project a strong
ment for the poor. Removal of tax ex
positive program, calling on all Amer
emption
of Social Security income
icans to share in the task of making
for those above a certain levef of
our nation sound again, and promis
affluence would, however, be an
ing to ensure that whatever sacrifices
appropriate reform. But the notion of
are required will be shared fairly. In
a government that simply services
particular, he must promise that labor
more effectively the vast client con
will not pay the whole price for mak
stituencies (some of them deprived,
ing our economy more efficient. As
but most of them middle class or
the military budget declines, the gov
affluent) that have been growing dur
ernment must develop agencies to
ing the last fifty years is not what we
encourage investment in human as
have in mind when we speak of a dra
well as material resources that will
matic new turn.
make for a socially healthier econ
omy. If the Democratic candidate can
involve the nation in a major effort to
i
_
rethink the place of work and the
world requires the full participation
economy in our lives, Americans will
of all of its citizens. The issue is not
respond positively.
The “ common good” argument
“ welfare,” which is a phony issue
since most Americans are in some
can be used to support significant

structure if we hope to live in a viable
and decent society in the twenty-first
century. Above all, we need to con
centrate our national energies on
investment and on the prudent stew
ardship of our resources, and, even
more important, on the human conse
quences of the material development
of our society. In other words, while
we have learned that the market is an
effective mechanism of economic
growth in all societies, we are still
faced with working out the creative
m echanism s fo r more e ffe c tiv e
social control of the economy, so that
the market contributes to society’s
good rather than falsely defining it.
It is worth looking at the Reagan
administration’s rhetoric and its poli
cies in order to understand why they
generated great optimism and enthu
siasm at first, only to lead eventually
to confusion and cynicism. From the
beginning, Reagan conveyed a dou
ble message: He legitimated the pur
suit of self-interest tn the form of
large-scale private acquisitiveness,
while eulogizing family, neighbor
hood, religion, and work— as they
were understood by the new Chris
tian right. One could say that he com
bined permissiveness with repres
sion. Actually, the permissiveness
was the real policy and the repres
sion was largely window dressing,
except for some significant changes
in the judiciary due to Reagan ap
pointments. Permissiveness toward
the rich and the Pentagon has left us
with an unbelievable debt, a huge
debt service, and the sale of our
assets to foreigners on a scale that
threatens to make us a dependent
nation — while family, neighborhood,
religion, and work are as problematic
as ever.
erhaps even more destruc
tiv e has been R eagan’s
continuing attack on the idea of gov
ernment as a positive force— a cam-
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The notion of the
common good can
provide a new
vision through
which public
deliberations can
take focus and
radical reform can
take shape.

way or another dependent on govern
ment payments or services that effec
tively put us all on “ welfare.” The
issue is whether we can afford as a
nation to let a significant proportion
of our citizens, most of them children
or young adults, sink into illiteracy,
skillessness, addiction, and crime.
And it is not only the poor who suffer.
Burglary, unsafe streets and public
transportation, and the high cost of
public and private security systems
affect us all. But the moral costs of
these problems outweigh the mate
rial costs. For a society that does not
keep its promises to a significant
number of its citizens weakens all its
citizens, not only the deprived.
he common-good position
can enable the Democrats to
link the programs they propose more
explicitly to the general aspirations
of American citizens. The housing
situation is a clear example of the
need for a change of direction. As
w ith everything else, the Reagan
administration has argued that the
free market would take care of hous
ing needs. It has eliminated long
standing government programs in
support of low-cost housing. In truth,
the free market has eliminated inex
pensive housing units or left them to
decay and abandonment because the
return was inadequate. Whatever the
smokescreen of excuses, the major
cause of homelessness is the lack of
affordable housing.
But housing is a problem not
only for the poor and the near poor.
The middle class spends a much
larger percentage of its income on
housing than it did a generation ago.

T

T

A

We need to concen
trate our national
energies on the
human conse
quences of the
material develop
ment of our society.
Fewer people can look forward to
owning their own homes than their
parents could, and the rate of mort-

gage foreclosures is rising. Clearly,
housing is not an area where the mar
ket, left to itself, produces tolerable
results for anyone but the very rich. A
broad-based housing program that
would link the needs of the. poor to
those of the middle class is urgently
needed and would have massive pub
lic appeal. “ Home” is a fundamental

to it? Surely it would be a certain
ne might be tempted to ask
ticket to defeat to ask Americans to
what governments can do
give up their private automobiles to
about something that is primarily a
day. Nevertheless, we must at least
moral sickness; yet we must remem
begin to discu ss environm ental
ber th a t our in s titu tio n s , both
responsibility in transportation and
economic and political, create the
other fields. Here too the question of
conditions for this moral sickness.
the common good is involved. The
Specific proposals, well within our
threat of growth to the natural ecol
political tradition, could combat this
ogy inevitably leads to the even deep
problem. We should consider, for ex
er question of the threat of growth to
ample, requiring two years of public
our moral ecology, of how to think
service from all our young people at
about increasing wealth and techno
the end of high school. This require
logical advancement in ways that will
ment should include a wide range of
not destroy our capacity to act
options. The armed services would be
together as m orally responsible
one possibility, but programs such as
persons.
VISTA and the Peace Corps, as well
president who leads us into
as a set of designated and monitored
a serious discussion of the
nongovernmental programs, could
common good, both at home and
meet the requirement. What all the
abroad, will make a contribution that
options would involve is service, with
would far outlast his own administra
minimal material compensation, that
tion. The climate a president creates
would contribute to the good of
is as important as what he does.
others while postponing the indivi
Reagan corrupted the American peo
dual’s own career advancement.
ple by lying to them and simultane
Such a program should not be adopt
ously encouraging them to be selfed without wide public discussion
indulgent and self-righteous. He pre
and the achievement of an effective
tended to be a teaching president but
consensus that it would strengthen
he taught us badly. He encouraged il
an ethic of public service.
lusion and discouraged responsible
As this example indicates, the
discussion.
Democratic candidate, in focusing on
We need a teaching president
the common good, will be advocating
who will encourage us to be self
rapidly leading to a crisis where there
particular policies, but will also be
restrained, devoted to the creation of
doing something even more impor
will be an intense struggle between
a good society, and willing to engage
advocates of life-extending care for
tant: encouraging a process of public
in vigorous debate about the com
discussion and long-range consen
the aged and proponents of all other
mon good, which is, as Dennis
sus formation. Indeed, the politics of
forms of social spending. Here, as
McCann has put it, not something
the common good is above all the
Daniel Callahan has proposed, we
any of us has a certain definition of in
politics of discussion.
need a national discussion about the
advance, but the good we seek in
The candidate should also raise
meaning of old age, the dignity and
the issues of family, neighborhood,
value of the aged, and the limits that
and work and be open to what reli
must be set that will be fair to old and
gion may have to say on these mat
young alike. The effort simply to deny
that old age is significantly different
ters— not in order to invite some pre
from other periods of life avoids dis
fabricated answer from the Christian
cussion of the particular virtues and
right, but because these issues are
responsibilities of old age and is an
critical to a recovery of what in Habits
of the Heart we call “ moral ecology.”
example of advanced poverty.
ost contemporary discus
Changes in these areas are essential
sions of social policy are
in the effort to deal with advanced
premised on the value of economic
poverty.
growth, and much of what we have
ost people in America still
said in this article makes the same
have very positive feelings
Yet growth comes in
about the family. Yet much aboutassumption.
the
life we lead, particularly our occupa
many forms, some more efficient and
tional life, pulls the family apart.
s o c ia lly b e n e ficia l than others.
Democrats could advocate a'fam ily
Western Europeans, for example, en
policy similar to that of Social Demo
joy virtually the same living standard
as Americans while consuming only
crats in Western Europe, which would
provide family allowances and leave
one-half as much energy per person.
time for parents, and would require
Furthermore, some forms of growth
businesses to schedule their work
are life-threatening. If the whole
hours with family needs in m in d world had as many automobiles per
benefits that, again, would apply to
capita as the United States, we would
everyone, not just the “ deprived.”
expire in a cloud of carbon monoxide.
common through a politics of discus
sion. The one thing it is not is simply
These policies would make life much
Yet what does third world economic
the aggregation of private interests,
easier for American women, but it is
growth mean if it does not mean auto
mobiles for every private family? And
with no agreement as to what the out
not just a question of women’s rights,
come means in terms of the general
but again of the common good.
if we oppose the general use of the
good.
Rising medical expenses, espe
automobile elsewhere in the world
We Americans have undoubt
cially for those over eighty-five, are
how can we justify our own addiction
edly been corrupted by the affluence
of the postwar era and, most recently,
by the fantasy world of Ronald Rea
gan. But we have maintained enough
common sense and genuine civi^ vir
tue to be able to respond to serious,
intelligent leadership.
Leaders who talk about sacrifice
and a new age of limits in a grim and
tight-lipped way w ill be rejected.
Americans will still prefer fantasy.
But if serious thought and hard work
are presented as the necessary pre
lude to a society and a world that are
safer, more peaceful, and, in a deeper
sense than we now fully understand,
more prosperous, then Americans
can rise to the challenge with joy and
enthusiasm. It wouldn’t hurt to have a
leader whose vision, joy, and enthusi
asm could infect us all.

O

A

The notion of the
meaning of life as
consisting of
competition,
consumption, and
security produces
stunted lives and
cultural deprivation,
symbol of American life. We are
shocked when people are deprived of
it, when they have to make do with
overcrowded and inadequate hous
ing, or when they are hard-pressed
financially to pay for what they have.
Furthermore, we are not apt to be ef
fective workers, good citizens, or re
sponsible parents if we are without
adequate housing or are worried
about our ability to hold on to it. Here
is a common-good issue with wide
public appeal.
Yet to phrase policy discussion
only in terms of meeting wants and
needs, even the most legitim ate
wants and needs, is to remain locked
into the assumptions about our life
together that most need to be ques
tioned. Granted, we need to return
with renewed vigor to eliminating
what Albert Borgmann calls “ brute
poverty,” the poverty that is simply
not necessary in a nation as rich as
ours. But we also need to address the
problems of what Borgmann calls
“ advanced poverty,” what in Habits of
the Heart we called !’the poverty of af
fluence.” The notion of the meaning
of life as consisting of competition,
consumption, and security produces
stunted lives and cultural deprivation
in a different form from brute poverty,
but in a way more disturbing since ad
vanced poverty is the primary cause
of brute poverty.

Reagan encouraged
illusion and
discouraged
responsible
discussion.

M

M

We should consider
requiring two years
of public service
from all our young
people at the end of
high school.
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Rediscovering
the Discovery
of America:
A second look
at the 500 years
of progress since
Christopher
Columbus
By Howard Zinn
Illustration by Ricardo Levins Morales
Designed by Connie Gilbert

Araw ak m en and w om en, naked, taw ny and full of
wonder, em erged from th eir villages onto the island's
beaches and sw am out to get a closer look at the strange
big boat. W hen C olum bus and his sailors cam e ashore,
carrying swords, speaking oddly the Araw aks ran to
greet them , brought th em food, water, gifts. H e later
w rote of this in his log:
They... brought us parrots and balls o f cotton and
spears and many other things, which they exchanged for the
glass beads and haw ks' bells. They willingly traded every
thing they ow ned... .They were well-built, with good bodies
and handsome features.... They do not bear arms, and do
not know them, for I showed them a sword, they took it by
the edge and cut themselves out o f ignorance. They have no
iron. Their spears are made o f cane.... They would make
fine servants.... With fifty men we could subjugate them all
and make them do whatever we want. „
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hese Arawaks of the
Bahama Islands were
much like Indians on the
mainland, who were re
m a rk a b le (E u ro p e a n
observers were to say
again and again) for their hospita
their belief in sharing. These traits
did not stand out in the Europe of the
Renaissance, dominated as it was by
the religion of popes, the government
of kings, the frenzy for money that
marked Western civilization and its
first mes'senger to the Americas,
Christopher Columbus.
Columbus wrote:

T

As soon as I arrived in the Indies, on
the first Island which I found, I took some
o f the natives by force in order that they
might learn and might give me information
o f whatever there is in these parts.

The information that Columbus
wanted most was: Where is the gold?
He had persuaded the king and
queen of Spain to finance an expedi
tion to the lands, on the other side of
the Atlantic in search of gold and
spices.
Spain was recently unified, one
of the new modern nation-states, like
France, England, and Portugal. Its
population, mostly poor peasants,
worked for the nobility, who were 2
percent of the population and owned
95 percent of the land. Spain had tied
itself to the Catholic Church, ex
pelled all the Jews, driven out the
Moors. Like other states of the mod
ern world, Spain sought gold, which
was becoming the new mark of
wealth, more useful than land be
cause it could buy anything.
There was gold in Asia, it was
thought, and certainly silks and
spices, for Marco Polo and others
had brought back marvelous things
from their overland expeditions cen
turies before. Now that the Turks had
conquered Constantinople and the
eastern Mediterranean, and con
trolled the land routes to Asia, a sea

From 1494 to 1508
over three million
people had perished
from war, slavery
and the mines.
route was needed. Portuguese sail
ors were working their way around
the southern tip of Africa. Spain
decided to gamble on a long sail
across an unknown ocean.
In return for bringing back gold
and spices, they promised Columbus
10 percent of the profits, governor
ship over new-found lands, and the
fame that would go with a new title:
Admiral of the Ocean Sea. He was a
merchant’s clerk from the Italian city
of Genoa, part-time weaver (the son
of a skilled weaver), and expert sailor.
He set out with three sailing ships,
the largest of which was the Santa
Maria, perhaps 100 feet long, and
thirty-nine crew members.
By early October 1492, thirtythree days since he and his crew had
left the Canary Islands, they saw
branches and sticks floating in the
water. They saw flocks of birds.
These were signs of land. Then, on
October 12, a sailor called Rodrigo
saw the early morning moon shining
on white sands, and cried out. It was
an island in the Bahamas, the Carib-
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bean sea. The first man to sight land
was supposed to get a yearly pension
of 10,000 maravedis for life, but
Rodrigo never got it. Colum bus
claimed he had seen a light the eve
ning before. He got the reward.
So, approaching land, they were
met by the Arawak Indians, who
swam out to greet them. The Arawaks
lived in village communes, had a de
veloped agriculture of corn, yams,
cassava. They could spin and weave,
but they had no horses or work ani
mals. They had no iron, but they wore
tiny gold ornaments in their ears.
This was to have enormous con
sequences: it led Columbus to take
some of them aboard ship as prison
ers because he insisted that they
guide him to the source of the gold.
He then sailed to what is now Cuba,
then to Hispaniola (the island which
today consists of H aiti and the
Dominican Republic). There, bits of
visible gold in the rivers, and a gold
mask presented to Columbus by a
local Indian chief, led to wild visions
of gold fields.
Columbus’s report to the Court
in Madrid was extravagant. He in
sisted he had reached Asia (it was
Cuba) and an island off the coast of
China (Hispaniola). His descriptions
were part fact, part fiction:
Hispaniola is a miracle. Mountains
and hills, plains and pastures, are both fer
tile and beautiful... the harbors are unbe
lievably good and there are many wide riv
ers o f which the majority contain gold....
There are many spices, and great mines o f
gold and other m etals....

Because of Columbus’s exag
gerated report and promises, his sec
ond expedition was given seventeen
ships and more than twelve hundred
men. The aim was clear: slaves and
gold. They went from island to island
in the Caribbean, taking Indians as
captives. But as word spread of the
Europeans’ intent they found more
and more empty villages.
ow, from his base on
Haiti, Columbus sent
expedition after expedi
tion into the interior.
They found no gold
fields, but had to fill up
the ships returning to
some kind of dividend. In the year
1495, they went on a great slave raid,
rounded up fifteen hundred Arawak
men, women, and children, put them
in pens guarded by Spaniards and
dogs, then picked the five hundred
best specimens to load onto ships.
Of these five hundred, two hundred
died en route. The rest arrived alive in
Spain and were put up for sale by the
archdeacon of the town, who re

N

collect a certain quantity of gold
every three m onths. When they
brought it, they were given copper
tokens to hang around their necks. In
dians found without a copper token
had their hands cut off and bled to
death.
The Indians had been given an
im p o ssib le task. The only gold
around was bits of dust garnered
from the streams. So they fled, were
hunted down with dogs, and were
killed.
Trying to put together an army of
resistance, the Arawaks faced Span
iards who had armor, m uskets,
swords, horses. When the Spaniards
took prisoners they hanged them or
burned them to death. Among the
Arawaks, mass suicides began, with
cassava poison. Infants werakilled to
save them from the Spaniards. In two
years, through murder, mutilation, or
suicide, half of the 250,000 Indians on
Haiti were dead.
When it became clear that there
was no gold left, the Indians were
taken as slave labor on huge estates,
known later as encomiendas. They
were worked at a ferocious pace, and
died by the thousands. By the year
1515, there were perhaps fifty thou
sand Indians left. By 1550, there were
five hundred. A report of the year 1650
shows none of the original Arawaks
or their descendants left on the
island. (The chief source— and, on
many matters the only source—of in
formation about what happened on
the islands after Columbus came is
Bartolome de las Casas, who, as a
young priest, participated in the con
quest of Cuba. For a time he owned a
plantation on which Indian slave's
worked, but he gave that up and be
came a vehement critic of Spanish
cruelty.)
Las Casas tells how the Span
iards “ grew more conceited every
day” and after a while refused to walk
any distance. They “ rode the backs of
Indians if they were in a hurry” or
were carried in hammocks by Indians
running in relays. “ In this case they
also had Indians carry large leaves to
shade them from the sun and others
to fan them with goose wings.”
Total control led to total cruelty.
The Spaniards “ thought nothing of
Spain
with Indians by tens and twenties
knifing
and of cutting slices off them to test
the sharpness of their blades.” Las
Casas tells how “ two of these socalled Christians met two Indian
boys one day, each carrying a parrot;
they took the parrots and for fun be
headed the boys.”
The Indians’ attempts to defend
themselves failed. And when they ran
off into the hills they were found and
killed. So, Las Casas reports, “ they

These Arawaks of the Bahama Islands
were much like Indians on the mainland,
who were remarkable for their hospitality,
their belief in sharing.
ported that, although the slaves were
“ naked as the day they were born,”
they showed “ no more embarrass
ment than animals.” Columbus later
wrote: “ Let us in the name of the Holy
Trinity go on sending all the slaves
that can be sold.”
But too many of the slaves died
in captivity. And so Columbus, des
perate to pay back dividends to those
who had invested, had to make good
his promise to fill the ships with gold.
In the province of Cicao on Haiti,
where he and his men imagined huge
gold fields to exist, they ordered all
persons fourteen years or older to
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suffered and died in the mines and
other labors in desperate silence,
knowing not a soul in the world to
whom they could turn for help.” He
describes their work in the mines:
... mountains are stripped from top to
bottom and bottom to top a thousand times;
they dig, split rocks, move stones, and carry
dirt on their backs to wash it in the rivers,
while those who wash gold stay in the water
all the time with their backs bent so con
stantly it breaks them; and when water in
vades the mines, the most arduous task o f
all is to dry the mines by scooping up pansful o f water and throwing it up outside....

After each six or eight months’

in the mines, which was the time re
quired of each crew to dig enough
gold for melting, up to a third of the
men died.
While the men were sent many
miles away to the mines, the wives re
mained to work the soil, forced into
the excruciating job of digging and
m aking th o u s a n d s of h ills fo r
cassava plants.
T hus husbands and wives were
together only once every eight or ten months
and when they met they were so exhausted .
and depressed on both sid es... they ceased
to procreate. As for the newly bom, they
died early because their mothers, over
worked and famished, had no milk to nurse
them, and for this reason, while I was in
Cuba, 7000 children died in three months.
Some mothers even drowned their babies
from sheer desperation... .In this way,
husbands died in the mines, wives died at
work, and children died from lack o f milk
... and in a short time this land which was
so great, so powerful and fertile.. . was
depopulated... . M y eyes have seen these
acts so foreign to human nature, and now I
tremble as I write....
.

When he arrived on Hispaniola
in 1508, Las Casas says, “ there were
60,000 people living on this island, in
cluding the Indians; so that from 1494
to 1508, over three million people had
perished from war, slavery, and the
mines. Who in future generations will
believe this? I myself writing it as a
knowledgeable eyewitness can hard
ly believe it....”
hus began the history,
nearly five hundred years
ago, of the European in
vasion of the Indian set
tlements in the Americas. (Grand plans are
now underway for celebrating for the
500th anniversary of Colum bus’s
journey in 1992.) That beginning,
when you read Las Casas— is con
quest, slavery, death. When we read
the history books given to children in
the United States, it all starts with
heroic adventure—there is no blood
shed— and Columbus Day is a na
tional holiday.
To emphasize the heroism of •
Columbus and his successors as
navigators and discoverers, and to
deemphasize their genocide, is not a
technical necessity but an ideologi
cal choice. It serves— unwittingly—
to justify what was done.
My point is not that we must, in
telling history, accuse, judge, con
demn Columbus in absentia. It is too
late for that; it would be a useless
scholarly exercise in morality. But the
easy acceptance of atrocities as a
deplorable but necessary price to pay
for progress (Hiroshima and Vietnam,
to save Western civilization; Kron
stadt and Hungary, to save socialism;
nuclear proliferation, to save us all)—
that is still with us. One reason these
atrocities are still with us is that we
have learned to bury them in a mass
of other facts, as radioactive wastes
are buried in containers in the earth.
The treatment of heroes (Colum
bus) and their victims (the Arawaks)
— the quiet acceptance of conquest
and murder in the name of progress
— is only one aspect of a certain ap
proach to history, in which the past is
told from the point of view of govern
ments, conquerors, diplomats, lead
ers. It is as if they, like Columbus,
deserve universal acceptance, as if
they—the Founding Fathers, Jackson, Lincoln, Wilson, Roosevelt, Ken
nedy, the leading members of Con
gress, the famous Justices of the
Supreme Court— represent the na
tion as a whole. The pretense is that
there really is such a thing as “ the
United States,” subject to occasional
conflicts and quarrels, but funda
mentally a community of people with
common interests. It is as if there
really is a “ national interest” repre
sented in the Constitution, in terri
torial expansion, in the laws passed
by Congress, the decisions of the
courts, the development of capital
ism, the culture of education and the
mass media.
“ H is to ry is the m em ory of
states,” wrote Henry Kissinger in his
first book, A World Restored, in which

he proceeded to tell the history of
nineteenth-century Europe from the
viewpoint of the leaders of Austria
and England, ignoring the millions
who suffered from those statesmen’s
policies.
My viewpoint is different: that
we must not accept the memory of
states as our own. Nations are not
communities and never have been.
The history of any country, presented
as the history of a family, conceals
fierce conflicts of interest (some
tim es exploding, most often re
pressed) between conquerors and
conquered, masters and slaves, capi
talists and workers, dominators and
dominated in race and sex. And in
such a world of conflict, a world of
victims and executioners, it is the job
of thinking people, as Albert Camus
suggested, not to be on the side of
the executioners.

hat Columbus did
to the Arawaks of
the Bahamas, Cortes did to the Az
tecs of Mexico. Piz
arro to the Incas of
Peru, and the English se
Virginia and Massachusetts to the
Powhatans and the Pequots.
The Aztec civilization of Mexico
came out of the heritage of Mayan,
Zapotec, and Toltec cultures. It built
enormous constructions from stone
tools and human labor, developed a
writing system and a priesthood. It
also engaged in (let us not overlook
this) the ritual killing of thousands of
people as sacrifices to the gods. The
cruelty of the Aztecs, however, did not
erase a certain innocence, and when
a Spanish armada appeared at Vera
Cruz, and a bearded white man came
ashore, with strange beasts (horses),
clad in iron, it was thought that he
was the legendary. Aztec man-god
who had died three hundred years be
fore, with the promise to return— the
mysterious Quetzalcoatl. And so they
w elcom ed him, w ith m u n ifice n t
hospitality.
That was Hernando Cortds,
come from Spain with an expedition
financed by merchants and landown
ers and blessed by the deputies of
God, with one obsessive goal: to find
gold.
Cortes then began his march of
death from town to town, using
deception, turning Aztec against
Aztec, killing with the kind of deliber
ateness that accompanies a strategy
—to paralyze the will of the popula
tion by a sudden frightful deed. And
so, in Cholulu, he invited the head
men of the Cholula nation to the
square. And when they came, with
thousands of unarmed retainers,
Cortes’s small army of Spaniards,
posted around the square with can
non, armed with crossbows, mounted
on horses, massacred them, down to
the last man. Then they looted the
city and moved on. When their caval
cade of murder was over they were in
Mexico City, Montezuma was dead,
and the Aztec civilization, shattered,
was in the hands of the Spaniards.
All this is told in the Spaniards’
own accounts.
In Peru, that other Spanish con
quistador Pizarro, used the same tac
tics, and for the same reasons— the
frenzy in the early capitalist states of
Europe for gold, for slaves, for prod
ucts of the soil, to pay the bondhold
ers and stockholders of the expedi
tions, to finance the monarchical
bureaucracies rising in Western
Europe, to spur the growth of the new
money economy rising out of feudal
ism, to participate in what Karl Marx
would later call “ the primitive accu
mulation of capital.” These were the
violent beginnings of an intricate
system of technology, business, poli
tics, and culture that has dominated
the world for the last five centuries.
In the North American English
colonies, the pattern was set early, as
Columbus had set it in the islands of
the Bahamas. In 1585, before there
was any permanent English settle
ment in Virginia, Richard Grenville
landed there with seven ships. The In-
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dians he met were hospitable, but
when one of them stole a small silver
cup, Grenville sacked and burned the
whole Indian village.
Jamestown itself was set up in
side the territory of an Indian con
federacy, led by the chief, Powhatan.
Powhatan watched the English settle
on his people’s land, but did not at
tack, maintaining a posture of cool
ness. When the English were going
through their “ starving tim e” in the
winter of 1610, some of them ran off
to join the Indians, where they would
at least be fed. When, the summer
came, the governor of the colony sent
a messenger to ask Powhatan to re
turn the runaways, whereupon Pow
hatan, according to the English
account, replied with “ noe other than
prowde and disdaynefull Answers.”
Some soldiers were therefore sent
out “ to take Revendge.” They fell
upon an Indian settlement, killed fif
teen or sixteen Indians, burned the
houses, cut down the corn growing
around the village, took the queen of
the tribe and her children into boats,
then ended up throwing the children
overboard “ and shoteinge owtt their
Braynes in the water.” The queen was
later taken off and stabbed to death.
Twelve years later, the Indians,
alarmed as the English settlements
kept growing in numbers, apparently
decided to try to wipe them out for
good. They went on a rampage and
massacred 347 men, women, and
children. From then on it was total
war„
Not able to enslave the Indians,
and not able to live with them, the
English decided to exterminate them.
Edmund Morgan writes, in his history
of early Virginia, American Slavery,
American Freedom:
Since the Indians were better woods
men than the English and virtually impossi
ble to track down, the method was to feign
peaceful intentions, let them settle down
and plant their com wherever they chose,
and then, just before harvest, fall upon
them, killing as many as possible and burn
ing the c o m .... Within two or three years o f
the massacre the English had avenged the
deaths o f that day many times over.

When the Pilgrims came to New
England they too were coming not to
vacant land but to territory inhabited
by tribes of Indians. The governor of
the Massachusetts Bay Colony, John
Winthrop, created the excuse to take
Indian land by declaring the area
legally a “ vacuum.” The Indians, he
said, had not “ subdued” the land,
and therefore had only a “ natural”
right to it, but not a “ civil right.” A
“ natural right” did not have legal
standing.
The Puritans also appealed to
the Bible, Psalms 2:8: “Ask of me, and
I shall give thee, the heathen for thine
inheritance, and the uttermost parts
of the earth for thy possession.” And
to justify their use of force to take the
land, they cited Romans 13:2: “ Who
soever therefore resisteth the power,
resisteth the ordinance of God: and
they that resist shall receive to them
selves damnation.”
The Puritans lived in uneasy
truce with the Pequot Indians, who
occupied what is now southern Con
necticut and Rhode Island. But they
wanted them out of the way; they
wanted their land. And they seemed
to want also to establish their rule
firmly over Connecticut settlers in
that area. The murder of a white trad
er, Indian-kidnaper, and troublemaker
became an excuse to make war on
the Pequots in 1636.
A punitive expedition left Boston
to attack the Narragansett Indians on
Block Island, who were lumped with
the Pequots. As Governor Winthrop
wrote:
They had commission to put to death
the men o f Block Island, but to spare the
women and children, and to bring them
away, and to take possession o f the island;
and from thence to go to the Pequods to de
mand the murderers o f Captain Stone and
other English, and one thousand fathom o f
wampom for damages, etc. and some o f
their children as hostages, which if they
should refuse, they were to obtain it by
force.

The English landed and killed
some Indians, but the rest hid in the

thick forests of the island and the
English went from one deserted
village to the next, destroying crops.
Then they sailed back to the main
land and raided Pequot villages along
the coast, destroying crops again.
So, the war with the Pequots
began. Massacres took place on both
sides. The English developed a tactic
of warfare used earlier by Cort6s and
later, in the twentieth century, even
more systematically: deliberate at
tacks on noncombatants for the pur
pose of terrorizing the enemy. This is
ethnohistorian Francis Jennings’s in
terpretation of Captain John Mason’s
attack on a Pequot village on the
Mystic River near Long Island Sound:
“ Mason proposed to avoid attacking
Pequot warriors, which would have
overtaxed his unseasoned, unreliable
troops. Battle, as such, was not his
purpose. Battle is only one of the
ways to destroy an enemy’s will to
fight. Massacre can accomplish the
same end with less risk, and Mason
had determined that massacre would
be his objective.”
The war continued. Indian tribes
were used against one another, and
never seemed able to join together in
fighting the English.
Forty years after the Pequot War,
Puritans and Indians fought again.
This time it was the Wampanoags,
accupying the south shore of Massa
chusetts Bay, who were in the way
and also beginning to trade some of
their land to people outside the Mas
sachusetts Bay Colony. Their chief,
Massasoit, was dead. His son Wamsutta had been killed by Englishmen,
and Wamsutta’s brother Metacom
(later to be called King Philip by the
English) became chief. The English
found their excuse, a murder which
they attributed to Metacom, and they
began a war of conquest against the
Wampanoags, a war to take their
land.
Jennings says the elite of the
Puritans wanted the war; the ordinary
white Englishman did not want it and
often refused to fight. The Indians
certainly did not want war, but they
matched atrocity with atrocity. When
it was over, in 1676, the English had
won, but th e ir re so u rce s were
drained; they had lost six hundred
men. Three thousand Indians were
dead, including Metacom himself.
Yet the Indian raids did not stop.
For a while, the English tried
softer tactics. But ultimately, it was
back to annihilation. The Indian pop
ulation of 10 million that was in North
A m e rica when C olum bus came
would ultimately be reduced to less
than a million. Huge numbers of Indi
ans would die from diseases intro
duced by the whites.
Behind the English invasion of
North America, behind their massa
cre of Indians, their deception, their
brutality, was that special powerful
drive born in civilizations based on
private property. It was a morally am
biguous drive; the need for space, for
land, was a real human need. But in
conditions of scarcity, in a barbarous
epoch of history ruled by competi
tion, this human need was trans
formed into the murder of whole
peoples.
Was all this bloodshed and
deceit— from Columbus to CortSs,
Pizarro, the Puritans— a necessity
for the human race to progress from
savagery to civilization? Are histor
ians right in burying the story of geno
cide inside a more important story of
human progress? Perhaps a persua
sive argument can be made— as it
was made by Stalin when he killed
peasants for industrial progress in
the Soviet Union, as it was made by
Churchill explaining the bombings of
Dresden and Hamburg, and Truman
explaining Hiroshima. But how can
the judgment be made if the benefits
and losses cannot be balanced be
cause the losses are either unmen
tioned or mentioned quickly?
The quick disposal might be ac
ceptable (“ Unfortunate, yes, but it
had to be done” ) to the middle and up
per classes of the conquering and
“ advanced” countries. But is it
acceptable to the poor of Asia, Africa,
Latin America, or to the prisoners in

Soviet labor camps, or the blacks in
urban ghettos, or the Indians on res
ervations—to the victims of progress
that benefits a privileged minority in
the world? Was it acceptable (or just
inescapable?) to the miners and rail
roaders of Am erica, the factory
hands, the men and women who died
by the hundreds of thousands from
accidents or sickness? They were
casualties of progress.
If there are necessary sacrifices
to be made for human progress, is it
not essential to hold to the principle
that those to be sacrificed must
make the decision themselves? We
can all decide to give up something of
ours, but do we have the right to
throw into the pyre the children of
others, or even our own children, for
progress?
What did people in Spain get out
of all that death and brutality visited
on the Indians of the Americas? For a
brief period in history, there was the
glory of a Spanish Empire in the
Western Hemisphere. As Hans Kon
ing sums it up in his book Columbus:
His Enterprise:

Ohio River Valley a culture of socalled Moundbuilders, Indians who
constructed thousands of enormous
sculptures out of earth, sometimes in
the shapes of huge humans, birds, or
serpents, sometimes as burial sites,
sometimes as fortifications. One of
them was 3 1/z miles long, enclosing
100 acres.
About A .D. 500, as this Moundbuild
er culture of the Ohio Valley was

For all the gold and silver stolen and
shipped to Spain did not make the Spanish
people richer. It gave their kings an edge in
the balance o f power for a time, a chance to
hire more mercenary soldiers for their wars.
They ended up losing those wars anyway,
and all that was left was a deadly inflation,
a starving population, the rich richer, the
poor poorer, and a ruined peasant class.

T/ie aim was clear :

eyond all that, how cer
tain are we that what
was destroyed was infe
rior? Who were these
people who came out on
beginning to decline, another culture •
the beach and swam to
washisdeveloping westward, in the
bring presents to Columbus and
valley of the Mississippi, centered on
crew, who w atched C ortds and
what is now St. Louis. It had an ad
Pizarro ride through their country
vanced agriculture, included thou
side, who peered out of the forests at
sands of villages, and also built huge
the first white settlers of Virginia and
earthen mounds as burial and cere
Massachusetts?
monial places near a vast Indian
Columbus called them Indians,
metropolis that may have had thirty
because he miscalculated the size of
thousand people. The largest mound
the earth. And yet, there is some rea
was 100 feet high, with a rectangular
son to call them Indians, because
base larger than that of the Great
they did come, perhaps 25,000 years
Pyramid of Egypt. In the city, known
ago, from Asia; across the land
as Cahokia, were toolmakers, hide
bridge of the Bering Straits (later to
dressers, potters, jew elrym akers,
disappear under water) to Alaska.
weavers, saltmakers, copper engrav
Then they moved southward, seeking
ers, and magnificent ceramists. One
warmth and land, in a trek lasting
funeral blanket was made of twelve
thousands of years that took them
thousand shell beads.
into North America, then Central and
From the Adirondacks to the
South America.
Great Lakes, in what is now Pennsyl
Widely dispersed over the great
vania and upper New York, lived the
land mass of the Americas, they num
most powerful of the northeastern
bered 15 or 20 million people by the
tribes, the League of the Iroquois,
time Columbus came, perhaps 5 mil
which included the Mohawks (Peoplelion in North America. Responding to
of the Flint), Oneidas (People of the
the different environments of soil and
Stone), Onondagas (People of the
climate, they developed hundreds of
Mountain), Cayugas (People at the
different tribal cultures, perhaps two
Landing), and Senecas (Great Hill
thousand different languages. They
People), thousands of people bound
perfected the art of agriculture, and
to g e th e r by a com m on Iroquois
figured out how to grow maize (corn),
language.
which cannot grow by itself and must
In the villages of the Iroquois,
be planted, cultivated, fertilized, har
land was owned in common and
vested, husked, shelled. They in
worked in common. Hunting was
geniously developed a variety of
done together, and the catch was
other vegetables and fruits, as well as
divided among the members of the
peanuts and chocolate and tobacco
village. Houses were considered
and rubber.
common property and were shared by
While many of the tribes re
several families. The concept of pri
mained nomadic hunters and food
vate ownership of land and homes
gatherers in wandering, egalitarian
was foreign to the Iroquois. A French
communes, others began to live in
Jesuit priest who encountered them
more settled com m unities where
in the 1650s wrote: “ No poorhouses
there was more food, larger popula
are needed among them, because
tions, more divisions of labor among
they are neither mendicants nor pau
'men and women, more surplus to
pers....Their kindness, humanity and
feed chiefs and priests, more leisure
courtesy not only makes them liberal
time for artistic and social work, for
with what they have, but causes them
building houses. About a thousand
to possess hardly anything except in
years before Christ, while compar
common.”
able constructions were going on In
Women were important and re
Egypt and Mesopotamia, the Zuni
spected in Iroquois society. Families
and Hopi Indians of what is now New
were matrilineal. That is, the family
Mexico had begun to build villages
line went down through the female
c o n s is tin g o f la rg e te rra c e d
members, whose husbands joined
buildings, nestled in among cliffs and
the family, while sons who married
mountains for protection from ene
then joined their wives’ fam ilies.
mies, with hundreds of rooms in each
Each extended family lived in a “ long
village. Before the arrival of the Euro
house.” When a woman wanted a
pean explorers, they were using irri
divorce, she set her husband’s things
gation canals, dams, were doing cer
outside the door.
amics, weaving baskets, making
Families were grouped in clans,
cloth out of cotton.
and a dozen or more clans might
By the time of Christ and Julius
make up a village. The senior women '
Caesar, there had developed in the
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slaves and gold.
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selves on the autonomous individual, the
Iroquois maintained a strict sense o f right
and wrong... .H e who stole another's food
or a c te d in v a lo u r o u s ly in w ar was
“sham ed" by his people and ostracized
from their company until he had atoned for
his actions and demonstrated to their satis
fa ction that he had m orally purified
himself.

in the village named the men who rep
resented the clans at village and
tribal councils. They also named the
forty-nine chiefs who were the ruling
council for the Five Nation confeder
acy of the Iroquois. The women at
tended clan meetings, stood behind
the circle of men who spoke and
voted, and removed the men from of
fice if they strayed too far from the
wishes of the women.
The women tended the crops
and took general.charge of village af
fairs while the men were always hunt
ing or fishing. As Gary B. Nash notes
in his fa scin a tin g study of early
Am erica, Red, White, and Black:
“ Thus power was shared between the
sexes and the European idea of male
dominancy and female subordination
in all things was conspicuously ab
sent in Iroquois society.”
Children in Iroquois society,
while taught the cultural heritage of
their people and solidarity with the
tribe, were also taught to be indepen
dent, not to submit to overbearing
authority. They were taught equality

So, Columbus and his succes
sors were not coming into an empty
wilderness, but into a world which in
some places was as densely popu
lated as Europe itself, where the cul
ture was complex, where human rela
tions were more egalitarian than in
Europe, and where the relations
among men, women, children, and
nature were more beautifully worked
out than perhaps any place in the
world.
They were people without a writ
ten language, but with their own
laws, their poetry, their history kept in
memory and passed on, in an oral
v o c a b u la ry m ore co m p le x than
Europe’s, accom panied by song,
dance, and ceremonial drama. They
paid careful attention to the develop
ment of personality, intensity of will,
independence and flexibility, passion
and potency, to their partnership with
one another and with nature.
John C o llie r, an A m erican
scholar who lived among Indians in
the 1920s and 1930s in the American
Southwest, said of their spirit: “ Could
we make it our own, there would be
an eternally inexhaustible earth and a
forever lasting peace.”
Perhaps there is some romantic
mythology in that. But the evidence .
from European travelers in the six
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The English developed a tactic of
warfare used earlier by Cortes and later,
in the twentieth century, even more
systematically: deliberate attacks on
noncombatants for the purpose of
terrorizing the enemy.
in status and the sharing of posses
sions. The Iroquois did not use harsh
punishment on children; they did not
insist on early weaning or early toilet
training, but gradually allowed the
child to learn self-care.
All of this was in sharp contrast
to European values as brought over
by the first colonists, a society of rich
and poor, controlled by priests, by
governors, by male heads of families.
For example, the pastor of the Pilgrim
colony, John Robinson, thus advised
his parishioners how to deal with
their children: “And surely there is in
all ch ildren...a stubbornness, and
s to u tn e s s of m ind a ris in g from
natural pride, which must, in the first
place, be broken and beaten down;
that so the foundation of their educa
tion being laid in humility and tract
ableness, other virtues may, in their
time, be built thereon.”
Gary Nash describes Iroquois
culture:
N o laws and ordinances, sheriffs and
constables, judges and juries, or courts or
ja ils— the apparatus o f authority in Euro
pean societies— were to be found in the
northeast woodlands prior to European ar
rival. Yet boundaries o f acceptable beha
vior were firmly set. Though priding them
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LUMINOUS
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teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries, put together recently by an
American specialist on Indian life,
William Brandon, is overwhelmingly
supportive of much of that “ myth.”
Even allowing for the imperfection of
myths, it is enough to make us ques
tion, for that time and ours, the ex
cuse of progress in the annihilation
of races, and the telling of history
from the standpoint of the conquer
ors and leaders of Western civ ili
zation.
Columbus, the Indians, and Human
Progress is a portion of People’s History
of the United States © Harper & Row.
Howard Zinn is a Boston historian.
Ricardo Levins Morales is a Puerto
Rican-Jewish artist/organizer in the Twin
Cities. He is president of the Northland
Poster Collective and is active in the
Alliance for Cultural Democracy.
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Connie Gilbert has managed her graphic
design business since 1982, and has
worked with clients such as American
Public Radio, Dataserv, and the
Community Design Center.
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HOWto RELATE to HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
In the past, handicapped people weren’t an issue
■because they weren’t seen around much. They
were “shut-ins.”
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Today, handicapped people are more visible than ever. Yet people are

■often still uncomfortable around them, in an attempt to be appropriate,
people tend to overcompensate.
I I f f The correct way to approach a handiI V «capped person.
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The first thing to realize is that the handi■capped are just like you or me!
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When should you help a handicapped person? (Many people
V I shave expressed anxiety regarding this issue.) Basically, you
must use your own judgement.
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Handicapped people can be helpful to you
iff 1 1 asometimes. Let them! Handicapped folks get
a special sense of usefulness when they are on the
helping end of a situation.

Don’t be afraid to ask questions—children are

■spontaneous and uninhibited in their curiosity.
Take a lesson from them . . . .
_
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Over the years, many myths have arisen. Here
■are a few we’ve heard one too many times!
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lf you enjoy a handicapped per■ son’s company, what’s next?
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ow that you’ve brought yourself up to date, let’s review what you’ve learned.
(For correct answers to these questions, send a check for $25 payable to CASH to
the address below.)
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Odds ‘n’ Ends—How to communicate

■with someone who has a speech
problem.
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A y o u n g woman ran down the stairs of
the student union yelling something
Her hair flew behind her like a magic
carpet. It was towhead and the sun
made it shine like silver. I had seen her
somewhere before. Then it hit me. First
grade. First Reader Fairy Tales by the
Brothers Grimm

THE

RAMADAN
WARS'
MEMORIES OF A
MOTOWN BOYHOOD
by Frank B. Wilderson, III

N

Dave Rathman

INETEEN SIXTY -SEVEN .-

the way I saw it, Berry Gordy cre
ated the universe. On the first day
he made the Temptations, on the
second day he made the Supremes,
day three it was the Four Tops, then
came Smokey, follow ed by Mary
Wells, and when on day six Marvin
Gaye stepped out o f his cloud ole
Barry stopped fo r a moment to
catch his breath. On the seventh
day the w orld got down. Some eve
nings I ’d lean out the w indow and
listen as nine apartments played the
same Smokey Robinson song; nine
different Smokeys singing in a round.
Then June tilted into July and the
sirens were everywhere at once. With
each bark of the snipers the sirens
wound in all directions. And if you
looked up at just the right moment
you could see twirling red lights chas
ing men on foot. Although we didn’t
know it, Momma had taken out burial
insurance on me and Darrell. One of
her few transactions that remained a
secret, like folding a dollar in the
palms of peddlers of Mohammed
Speaks though she placed no more
than two bits in the basket at church.
I can still picture Darrell bursting
through the door, going on and on
about fire ; w heezing from la st
winter’s boxing match with pneu
monia. He still had that cough too,
that real bad cough that hung on after
three cups of hot Vicks salve and
lemon juice, hung on into summer
making his words sputter like flames
through broken glass. The week
before, he had decided it was Nation
Time, so he tried to wash the konk out
of his hair. But lye and sizzling
pomade is some powerful shit; be
kicking Head and Shoulders all in its
ass. In seven days Darrell had gone
from fried-died-laid-to-the-side to a
m a tte d m ess o f stra w . D a rre ll
would’ve been downright ugly if not
for that square chin, that smooth
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caramel skin and the only pair of
green eyes in the projects that
LoRina creamed over as he walked
her to the Bloomfield Hills bus (the
domestic workers express) singing,
“ The things I am saying are truuu/
And the way I say them to you/Listen
to me/Sha la la la la la la la la means I
love you....” I didn’t care that I was
black and he was tan. We had the
same folks, they loved us both, and I
ain’t never kdnked my hair. Takes a
high yellow fool to do his hair any ole
way and think he can go right back
out in public. Darrell, I hope you left
that brain of yours to science. When
he closed the door and saw us he
stopped all that talk about fire and
told Soldierboy to hush too. Momma
wasn’t fooled. Nobody ever fooled
her, least of all Darrell and that no
count Soldierboy. How could they
with a news flash every hour (what
wasn’t burning in Detroit was smol
dering) and the two of them reeking of
gasoline? From the living room I
could see them carrying on in the
kitchen. I igged them nonetheless.
Why not? They never paid me no
mind. Darrell was up under the sink,
Soldierboy scouted the counter next
to the stove. He was taller than Dar
rell which is probably why he got to
look on the counter (short people al
ways get the shit jobs). Below Sol
dierboy’s adams apple was a knotted
fist of flesh, looked like a clump of
dirt stuck to his neck. When he held
his head back you could see a blotch
of pink, like a burn, that never healed.
Only it was too perfect for a burn, dia
mond shaped, too perfect for fire.

Talking bout, D o n ’t cry
M om m a please d o n ’t cry, I ’ll
be the m an yo u watch and
see y o u know I ’ll be the man.
Every time I saw that scar I shud
dered and remembered my dream.
Viet Cong in rice bowl hats rising
from the night onto chain link fences,
now over, prowling across the play
ground mute as mice, deadly as dogs,
through the front door, up the stairs,
now in my bedroom one of them stuff
ing my jersey into my mouth, one of
them holding me down, another....
My throat is slit if first I don’t wake
up. W hen he w e n t to te a rin g
Momma’s good dish cloth, Darrell
grabbed him by the wrist and wanted
to know if he had lost his mind. If I
don’t tear it, Soldierboy said, it won’t
fit in the bottles. Darrell stopped cold.
I know he was scared of Momma and
our company hearing what Soldier
boy just said. Though Momma could
see them if she turned sideways, she
didn’t even bother, didn’t skip a beat
of her conversation with her friend.
Igged them both, just like I igged
them. That made me feel good. She
and her friend sat by the picture win
dow that overlooked torn swingset
seats and splinter infested teetertotters on the project’s playground.
When the wineheads got rambunc
tious they took to busting bottles in it
till the glass was too small to break.
In the morning the sun hit it so hard
you’d swear it was a field of precious
stones. I caught Soldierboy getting a
fork out of the drawer, then he dug
into the plate of food that was wait
ing for me on the stove. Alright, Sol
dierboy, don’t have me to come in
there and do a Viet Cong on you. Any
minute now Soldierboy would be fin
ished with my dinner and today there
were no seconds. He knew it was
mine, I know he did, cause chickpeas
and rice was what I liked best and my
plate always had the most soy sauce
too. But hungry as I was, common
sense was talking to me: a fifteen
year old dude is no match for an ex
Marine. My chickpeas and rice died in
Soldierboy’s mouth. If there was any
left, I wouldn’t have wanted it, not
after Soldierboy done picked all over
it, not with the kitchen smelling like a
filling station. Even the open window
with its streets of horns coming
home from work, with its sidewalk
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songs of little girls skipping rope, and
a breeze catching the curtain like a
skirt, none of that could blow away
those fumes. And me, still hungry for
my chickpeas, rice and soy sauce.
T h a n k God for Sister Miriam X. A
sister in the Nation of Islam, who
sat next to Momma with a tray of
bean pies. We got to know her best
when Papa died. For two weeks she
came by. She said, not the swine, Mrs.
Blakely, don’t serve these boys the
swine. Then she took the pork chops
off our forks so fast our mouths
closed around stainless steel. My
plate had a big ole hole in it where the
pork chop used to be. It wouldn’t have
even mattered if I owned a soy sauce
store, I s till w ouldn’t have had
enough to kill my pork chop jones.
And Momma too much in sorrow to
tell this woman who’s house it is. And
me only seven and Darrell twelve and
Momma’s face drawn like leather
from two days of tears, all strung out
and calling through the crying for her
hard-work, sweat-back, done-right
husband. And Darrell up on his feet to
hold her tight but Momma too healthy
or his arms too small to wrap around
her. Talking bout, Don’t cry Momma
please don’t cry, I’ll be the man you
watch and see you know I’ll be the
man. And me s tirrin g chickpea
islands in a sea of soy sauce; now I’m
crying worse than Momma. I shove
back from the table, my chair smacks
the floor, I run to get up under her, my
face in her lap and little Darrell trying
to hold us both. Sister X pried Darrell
loose, then with hands slender and
soft as the first days of fall she guid
ed us back to the table. The wash of
tears slowly dried and my eyes un
blurred to a clean plate with a big
green salad and cucumber slices the
size of giant yo-yos. Darrell had one
too. I looked at him to see if we
should eat it. He nodded, but I wasn’t
so sure. Sister X didn't have no dress
ing out there, just oil and vinegar, and
like some bird of prey she swooped
down on the salt shaker and placed it
up high just as I reached for it. She
dried Momma’s eyes, led her upstairs
to bed. When she returned Darrell and
me was tearing into that salad. He
gave me the evil eye meaning, eat
slower so she don’t get the idea we
like this stuff. When we finished, Dar
rell washed and I dried while Sister X
had herself a cup of coffee and read
us the news, along with excerpts of
Elijah’s last sermon, from Moham
med Speaks. \Ne went into the living
room, Darrell put on his favorite 45 by
Jay and the Techniques. Not too loud,
she said, don’t want to wake your
Momma. Those Muslims frown on the
kind of music that’s best to shake
your hips to but Papa had died and
Sister X was sensitive to our means
of laughter and forgetting. It was her
music too before she joined the Na
tion; it’ll be her music when she
wants it back again. She sat by the
window and congratulated me as I
did round-the-moon and walk-the-dog
with my glow-in-the dark yo-yo. I even
caught her patting her feet as Darrell
curled his hands around a pretend
microphone and did his little two
step, singing, “ Strawberry shortcake
with cream on top/Your the one who
stole it my poor heart, now/Cutest li’l
girl I used to chase around the block/
Don’t you remember/’member pretty
baby.” For two weeks she came by,
regular as the nightshift punching in
down to the Chrysler plant. And each
time she brought big green salads
and hot plates with meatless meals
that all Darrell had to do was slide
into a warm oven. When she stopped
coming on a daily basis we still
missed Papa but we were on the
downside of grief and, though we
didn’t know it, we were vegetarians.
S o ld ie rb o y dropped my plate in the
sink. I heard it break into bitesized
pieces. Momma still igged them.
Dawg, what’s she waiting for, Soldier
boy to bust up the glasses too? I
vowed to do fifty hundred push ups
every night for a whole year till I
turned sixteen when I would lay Sol
dierboy out. Darrell was looking for
rags in the broom closet, thinking
about fire, I know he was thinking
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about fire. I was thinking about how
good Sister X’s pies would soon
taste. She smiled at me; a mind
reader. She had a warm, patient face,
shiny as the moist coffee beans Sol
dierboy brought back from Nam. Un
like Mz. Jules of the AME Baptist
Church, who used to send me from
my own living room when discussing
the doings of a deacon, Sister Miriam
X included me in all her talk of the
Temple El Shabazz. I was dying to
wolf down those pies, but I knew
Momma wouldn’t hear of it. It was
Sister X’s Ramadan, which meant a
lot I didn’t understand—-didn’t no
body understand but those soft talk
ing Muslims — but I knew that the
sister couldn’t eat till sundown and
though you could walk in here as
funky as Getty Oil, breaking plates in
the sink, tearing good dish cloths for
Molotov cocktails, no way could you
be rude to company. Sister X spoke to
us about the Nation of Islam’s farms
in Georgia; how peaceful life is when

I knew he wasn ’t fo o l enough
to chase me into the maze o f
the projects where D a rrell’s
partners could p u ll him into
the shadows a n d quietly carve
his fa ce beyond recognition.

you’re with your own and you have
your own. I copped a lean toward the
goodies to see if they had grown cold
waiting on her to leave. They sat on
our coffee table with little damp
spots where the waxpaper stuck to
the filling. And the rich aroma was
talking to me: “ Go head D.B., have
yourself one. Whose house is it any
way? Yours or Sister X’s? Reach on
; over here and pick us up. Put us in
your mouth, son. You hungry ain’t
I you? Well, then. Don’t pay your Mom। ma no mind. A man’s house is his
castle and we bean pies say it’s time
for the king to greez. Sister X had just
reached the farms in Georgia which
meant at least twenty more minutes
before the crops would be harvested
and sent North to Elijah’s restau
rants. I heard Darrell say, OK we got
enough, let’s book; and I quietly re
joiced— it had been all I could do to
keep their fumes from bogarding the
smell of treats on the coffee table.
Outside a war was going to start
again and more than those bean pies
I wanted to follow my brother and
fight beside him. But I didn’t get up
under him like other boys do with
their older brothers. When he met Sol
dierboy, he made it clear he could live
without me. I learned my lesson way
back when I was twelve. ...If it wasn’t
for Soldierboy, Darrell would be here
today. With him thirty-two and me
twenty-seven, things would be more
even now. We’d sit and talk brother to
brother instead of leader to tag along.
He’d be surprised to see I still had the
magazine he gave me for my tenth
birthday. The one with twenty-three
full page color photos of Wilt Cham
berlain scoring 100 points in a single
game. Then there’s a lot he wouldn’t
be surprised about. Like how many
times Bill Russell was voted MVP.
Darrell had hit the number right on
the head. And how in Memphis, they
got King. He said that too. Everything
came true fust like Darrell told me.
And if he was here I’d be his best bud
dy. Yes I would. Like I was before Sol
dierboy came. Or if he said, I got one
shadow, D.B., and th a t’s one too
many, now scoot! That would be all
right too. Anything to bring him
back... .Talking-fast, talking-trash,
trying to beat you out of your cash.
T hat was S o ld ie rb o y. Up from
Chicago all by hisself. Fake ID and a
job at the Chrysler plant, he was all
set till his number came up. How Dar
rell met him we never knew. It wasn’t
like Darrell to run with the men of the
plant. All we knew was that after he
came Darrell always had as much
money as Soldierboy and Darrell was
still in school. Enough money to go

down to Good Jimmy’s Good Groom
ing and have his hair konked several
times a month. Met him out doing
devilment, is what Mz. Jules said.
Momma always replied, There’s no
such thing as devilment, not to con
tradict your Bible, honey. She’d refill
Mz. Jules coffee cup to show she
didn’t mean to signify when she add
ed, Just that certain problems are
larger than certain parents. Soldier
boy got no folks, Mz. Jules always
came back, that talk bout a home in
Chicago, a lie to get in here for a hot
meal on Sunday. To which he’s
welcome, Momma said with just
enough venom to change the subject.
Mz. Jules spoke into her coffee cup
so as to have something other than
Momma’s eyes to look at and let it be
known she understood the boy was
raised by wolves in upstate Michigan.
W h e n I was twelve, I followed
Darrell to the far edge of the St.
Antoine projects. I remember it well
because of the chill in the air and the
wet soot-peppered snow making like
an old man’s toupee on the bumpers
of cars. One of the five cold days of
limbo between Christmas and New
Years. The hawk, having sipped on
winos, sent north for his kin to come
down and greez on my behind. Slush
puddles drowned the white balls on
the ankles of my red Pro Keds, chilled
and soggied my toes, then washed
away “ Wilt the Stilt ’65:” An hour’s
worth of scrawl when I should have
been learning times tables. Each step
of the way Darrell kept shooing me
back; talking bout how he’d see I got
an extension-cord whuppin if I didn’t
go home. I wasn’t scared. Momma
didn’t give extension-cord whuppins.
She believed in the Circle of Respect.
When we needed to be fussed at she
wouldn’t even fuss at us. Instead we
put our chairs in a circle in the living
room and didn’t nobody leave until
we had talked the problem out and
were ready to go back to behaving.
He crossed the street; right for the
gates of Wayne State University. You
know we ain’t allowed in there, I
yelled, not daring to cross the street
myself. By we I meant the we of St.
Antoine projects who were the only
we of my world. You mean you ain’t
allowed in here, he laughed. When he
started to open the gate a gang of
campus police vamped on him. Some
were on the outside of the gate, some
inside. They had their pistols drawn,
pointed at Darrell’s head. They closed
in on him: Get ’em up! I want to see an
eagle on that fence, boy! They pinned
him to the tall, wrought-iron fence
with dogteeth spikes on top. It ran all
the way around the University. Some
said it was electrocuted but that was
a lie cause if it was how come Darrell
wasn’t shocked? They shook him
down. Not one of them put their guns
in their holsters. I started selling wolf
tickets: Y’all best leave my brother
alone! Don’t have me to come over
there and bust somebody in his head!
They looked at me and laughed like I
was the best joke someone had told
at their favorite bar. They laughed so
much — and all the while those guns
pointed at Darrell’s head — that I
started to cry. To hear Soldierboy tell
it, when I was twelve I cried enough to
be a girl. One day ahma check Sol
dierboy into intensive care, but right
now I got to whup up the campus
police. I dried my eyes with the back
of my hands, wiped my nose on the
sleeve of my coat, then fired another
round: Ahma count three and if my
brother ain’t back over here some
body’s getting a billy club up his ass!
A tall skinny guard leaned on a park
ing meter and looked at me like I’d
tried his last ounce of patience. He
sighed, Nigger, please. I said, Sound
just like you mammy, nigga pleez,
pleez me. Stop causing so much trou
ble, he said, it’s our job to detain tres
passers. And it’s my job to start
counting, I hollered, and then pounce;
onne! He knew I wasn’t fool enough
to go over there no matter how much I
wanted to save Darrell and I knew he
wasn’t fool enough to chase me into
the maze of the projects where Dar
rell’s partners could pull him into the
shadows and quietly carve his face

beyond recognition. Twoooooo! Yep,
two! You’re more than halfway to a
nightstick more than halfway up your
ass. If Momma had heard me, I’d've
spent the rest of my life in the Circle
of Respect. He stepped off the curb.
I’m really getting pissed, now just
fuck off ya little pipsqueak! Some
how those crazy Pro Ked sneakers of
mine took me into the street also.
Don’t fuck me, man, fuck wid me!
Next number is three, then it’s your
ass! One of the other officers told
him that the best way to handle the
situation was to call the Detroit City
Police. I stopped counting and got
back on the curb. Just as he fixed his
lips on that walkie talkie a young
woman ran down the stairs of the stu
dent union yelling something but she
was too far back for me to make it out
plainly. But her hair...her hair flew
behind her like a magic carpet. It was
towhead and the sun made it shine
like silver. I stood there like a red eyed
juicehead coming off a drunk; trying
to recall where I had seen her before.
For surely I had seen her somewhere
before. Then it hit me. First grade.
First Reader Fairy Tales by the Broth
ers Grimm, with Detroit Board of Edu
cation and that four digit number
stamped on all the pages in case you
was fool enough not to return it at the
end of the year. She was the queen
whose wand could knight you or turn
you into a toad. If it hadn’t been for
her running to save Darrell, the Broth
ers Grimm would have been lost to
me forever. Before crossing the sum
mer into second grade, I returned the
book (they took military pride in col
lecting those books) and forgot the
queen and her wonderful wand. Not
even the prettiest of my classmates,
little Tiffany with her shiny legs and
patent leather shoes doing the

Those Muslims frow n on the
kind o f music that’s best to
shake your hips to but Papa
had died and Sister X was
sensitive to our means o f
laughter and forgetting.

the living room and Momma didn’t
take kindly to being hit in the head
with a runaway yo-yo and of course
when I walked-the-dog I had to
always walk it to music and as much
as she loved music she was harly in
the mod to hear Jr. Walker and the All
Stars singing Shotgun fifty hundred
times. I was setting the needle down
on old Jr. Walker when I heard laugh
ter from the playground. My red Pro
Keds had dried next to the heating
duct but “ Wilt the Stilt ’65” was a
sure nuff dream in the drain. I owned
a Lions jersey with Night Train Lane’s
number on it which I was Always!
Always! Always, to wear with a coat.
Momma was asleep at the kitchen
table. So I snuck right past her, no
coat and all. Darrell and Soldierboy
were blowing herb, rocking in swings
they’d outgrown ten years ago. Sol
dierboy was on leave. One month
back in the world, as he put it. They
drafted him right into the Marines
which Momma sais was a crime and
a shame; and illegal Darrell would
add cause he always had to say the
same thing in a different way to make
himself look smart. Why don’t you run
and tell Lyndon Baynes, Soldierboy
would tell him, and while you at it tell
him Navy rations don’t agree with me,
see if you can’t get me chickpeas and

Tighten-up to a Four Tops tune, could
stir a memory of her. Who ever heard
of a Black queen? The Brothers
Grimm went the way of Santa Claus,
that first Christmas after Papa died,
when I woke to find no presents, only
bruised fruit in nylon do-rags meant
to hold Darrel’s process, and I went
outside amazed that never before had
I noticed we had no chimneys, just
long slabs of two story concrete with
a door every ten feet and wet graffiti
running like a whore’s mascara into
the snow. She broke through the cops
and I could have sworn she was call
Sister X spoke to us about the
ing them out of their name, Pigs-this,
Pigs-that. No, the chick can't be that
Nation o f Islam’s farm s in
crazy. Her dress was like a painter
had wiped his hands on it. And her tit
Georgia; how peaceful life is
ties flopped up and.down, up and
down under a white tee-shirt with a
when y o u ’re with your own
peace sign drawn on it as she rushed
to Darrell’s side. But miss, pleaded
and have your own.
the bean pole policeman, this boy’s
from the St. Antoine projects. She
told them that if it weren’t for her
father’s tuition money they’d be in
rice on Sunday. He always made like
some poor w hite projects some
he was a bad dude, but his month
where. Then she said. He’s not a boy,
back in the world was down to eleven
he’s my man. And this chick’s head
days. Soldierboy was scared shitless.
still ain’t testing them nightsticks?
You know Momma don’t want you
Only someone tired of this world
bustin up these swingsets, I said.
would be right up in their face talking
Darrell was too far into his high, all he
like that. She’s either a stone fool or
could do was igg me. Who invited this
she’s related to Henry Ford. Before I
gumpy? Soldierboy asked. I knew the
had time to recover from this miracle,
smoke had made off with his reflexes
Darrell waved to me, flashed me
so I walked right up to his reefer-red
thumbs up: In a minute young blood!
eyes: Soldierboy, when you go back
Then he and the queen slipped
to Nam I hope a Viet Cong put a bullet
through the dogteeth gate.
right through them big lips of yours.
hat night Momma was sitting in
Next thing I heard was a Willie Mays
home run, next thing I felt was a burn
the kitchen reading the news
paper because the kitchen had the ing under my eye. Soldierboy had
slapped my face. His knees pinned
best lighting, is what she told me, but
it was really because I needed space
my arms to the ground. Night Trane’s
81 sponged dirty snow. No way to
to do round-the-moon and walk-theturn to keep the cold wetness off my
dog with a yo-yo in each hand and the
back. His fist rose up to the moon
only place with that much space was
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then came down like a shooting star. I
jerked my head to the side. He blood
ied his knuckles on broken glass. Dar
rell grabbed him by the armpits, lifted
him just high enough for me to scurry
through like a rat out of a hole. He
shook loose of Darrell and came after
me. I screamed MOMMA! over and
over again. Just when he caught me
she appeared in the window. Soldier
boy, Darrell, she said, Now y’all save
the rough stuff for each other, D.B.'s
just a little boy. Any other time I’d’ve
fussed with her over the word little
but when he let go of me I was glad to
wear it. She went on about how they
were not to hurt me, And y’all know
not to be tearing up the little ones’
playground. Darrell held the joint
behind his back and yes-Mammed
her to death. When she left the win
dow they returned to the swings and
fired up again. I dried my tears and
kept a good running distance from
them. Then, I don’t know, I couldn’t
help it, I just started laughing, laugh
ing out of control. What’s so gotdamn
funny, Soldierboy asked. It was a
strain for me to talk, I was laughing
so hard, but I managed to tell him, If
the Cong don’t getcha my Momma
will. He rose. I got set to book. Sol
dierboy just sighed and shook Dar
rell’s hand: I best-hat up Darrell 'fore I
end up stompin li’l gumpy all in his
head. Naw, man, Darrell said, don’t
leave, I’ll send D.B. inside. Even
though I wanted to go inside to
change from that freezing wet jersey,
I put my hands on my hips and re
fused: And if I go inside Momma gon
be outside to see bout this here reefer
smokin. Soldierboy shrugged. He
didn’t care who saw him doing what.
In another three years neither would
Darrell. Naw, man, Soldierboy told
him, I’m too pissed off, just pay me
for the smoke and I’ll be on my way.
From his back pocket Darrell dug a
• wad of bills the size of what Good
Jimmy carried after a day of konking
hair and chastising women. Where
you get all that money? I asked. He
spread it into a peacock’s tail and
fanned himself the way old people do
on hot days in church. Keeps me
some money! he said. Musta stole it, I
said. Do I look like a criminal, boy? I
can see why my pahdna laid you out.
You still in high school Darrel and you
can’t do hair, so what kinda job you
got that pay so much money? Soldier
boy found my question so funny he
damn near burned his lips on the
roach. They fell over each other
laughing. Soldierboy solved the rid
dle: Got to get down on your hands
and knees, gumpy, lick it till it talks
back to you. Darrell stopped laugh

ing, Not in front of my brother, man. It
was too late. My stomach felt so
queazy that I no longer cared about
water turning to ice down my spine. I
would’ve screamed LIAR! with all of
my lungs, would’ve picked up a piece
of glass and made a street map of
Soldierboy’s face, if not for the sag of
embarrassment in Darrell’s face, if
not for him telling Soldierboy to hush.
Soldierboy smiled, he wasn’t about to
hush, not with water coming back to
my eyes; not with Darrell’s guilty
hand dog look. You may know him as
big brother, he said, but cross the way
(he cocked his head toward Wayne
State) they call him Sir Filthy McNasty. Darrell cringed. He counted the
bills into Soldierboy’s palm. He didn’t
look at Soldierboy when he said, I
don’t see you shying away from Filthy
McNasty money. Soldierboy started
to walk away. Darrell avoided my eyes
as he sunk into the swing. Tell him
he’s lying, Darrell. Floor his ass. He
know better than to lie on you like
that. Do something Darrell, say some
thing. Darrell was in no mood to read
my thoughts. My face stung like
somebody hit me with a wet gym
shoe. I wiped my eyes with both
sleeves. Your gumpy-ass brother
should’ve been a girl, Soldierboy call
ed over his shoulder, cry more than
any girl I know. I broke across the
playground, running as fast as I
could, the crunch of slush, gravel and
glass under my feet, ran up the stairs
of our unit, burst through the door
would have been in my room face
down on the bed had Momma not
stepped into the hallway, held my
cheek to her waist. They just play too
rough sometimes, D.B., don’t mean
nothin by it, son. There, there, you got
to know when to tease them and
when not to; and that Soldierboy, he’s
just afraid to go back to war. How
could I tell her? It ain’t rought play. It
ain’t even Soldierboy. I wish Darrell
had been born into someone else’s
fam ily...and that I’d never read fairy
tales by the Brothers Grimm.
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I had an aunt who lost
.her husband at Norm andy
Beach,./ She was standing at

S H IF T
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hanging up sheets to

dry
when she heard a car pull up
in fro n t and a do or slam. In a
• m om ent she saw the West| ern Union man come around
f t

s

Mhe side o f the house, head
f^oW ed, holding a square of yellow
^ a p e r She didn’t scream or cry— she
'w a s n ’t raised that w ay— but she
/ began to back away from him holding
’ ' a wet sheet tight to her throat. She
■ dragged the sheet on the ground
r .through a bed of newly planted
.■marigolds.

Lynna Williams
lustration by-S sfron B r^ w r
fesign by Gail Sw anW o ,
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I heard that story, my aunt step
ping backward into a flower bed at
the news her husband had died at
night and alone, over and over as a
child. One summer at the lake, my
cousin Rene and I acted it out on the
dock until my mother, watching from
the kitchen, came out and made us
stop. That night, we did it again in my
room in the dark. When we finally
stopped, I lay on the bed with my
arms crossing my chest and imag
ined scene after scene of myself
reacting to horrible news. I would be
sad, I decided, but mostly I would be
brave. I was nine-years-old. My aunt
died two years later, and by the time I
was married I hadn’t thought about
her for a long time.
Everyone knew the layoffs at the
mine were coming, but no one talked
about them out loud. I was in the
kitchen hanging the curtains my
sister sent from Dallas for the new
house. They were little white frilly
things and I remember I was thinking
that the fabric might be too thin. I
heard the front door open and I called
“ Deb?” because I thought it was my
girlfriend coming to help me with a
dress I was making. She never
knocks.
But then I heard the TV come on
and I knew it was my husband Mark
home in the middle of the morning. I
felt my stomach give, but I didn’t turn
around. I just went on hanging the
curtains and worrying they were too
flimsy. I didn’t know I was crying until
Mark came in and put his hands on
my face and they came away wet. He
said my name, “ Sandy,” but nothing
else, and after a while he went into
the garage to work on the car. We
went to bed early, but I got up about 3
a.m. and came into the kitchen. I’ve
never told anyone this. I got a pair of
scissors and took the curtains down.
I sat at the kitchen table and cut each
curtain into long thin strips and then I
rolled each piece into what looked
like bandages. I learned how in Blue
Birds. I put them into a shoebox and
put the box on the top shelf of the
china cabinet, where Mark keeps the
bank statements. I can’t tell you why I
did that. I just knew I didn’t want any
thing around me that wasn’t strong.

G re e n B ean s
I know a woman who still hears
the 11 p.m. whistle that signaled last
shift at the mine, even though it's
been over two years now since it’s
blown. It’s different for me. When I
think about the layoffs, it ’s the
silence I hear. Mark and I got married
just down the block at Faith Luther
an; I was 18 and he was 20 and
already working at the mine. After the
first layoff in 1982, he stopped talking
to me for almost two months. Oh,
he’d say, “ Good morning,” and “ See
you later,” but not much more than
that. I didn’t know what to do, so I just
went on like nothing was wrong and
waited for him to get over it. I was be
ginning to think he never would when
I found out I was pregnant. I drove
back to the house from the clinic
about 10 miles an hour thinking that if
ever there was a bad time to start a
family, this was it. I yelled at myself
all the way down Simpson Ave. and I
yelled at Mark down Grant and then I
started crying because I wanted a
baby so much. He came out to the
driveway when I got home and I told
him while I was still sitting in the car. I
guess I thought one of us might be
leaving. But he was happier than I’d
ever seen him; it was as if being a
father was going to fill the space
where his job had been. He decided
while we were still in the driveway
that the baby was a girl and her name
was Molly. I’d be sitting in the living
room and he’d come in and carry on
these long conversations with our
daughter. And he’d tell me about her,
like they’d already met and he knew
all there was to know. About how she
was afraid of cows, but not of
spiders, and flatly refused to eat any
thing but green beans. And he’d do
her voice, too. “ Hey, Mol,” he’d say,
“ wanna have a steak for dinner? A
steak and Mommy’s lemon pie?” And
then in a high little voice, “ Green

/ sat at the kitchen table and
cut each curtain into long
thin strips and then I rolled
each piece into what looked
like bandages.
beans! Green beans!” I laughed so
much sometimes I couldn’t get my
breath and I wasn’t scared anymore.
We’d get by somehow; it was enough
to be with Mark, this Mark who
laughed and slept with his hand on
my stomach. Seven months later,
right after we brought Molly Elizabeth
O’Brien home from the hospital, Mark
was called back to the mine. Molly
started sleeping through the night at
nine weeks, but when Mark was on
the night shift I usually got up once or
twice a night just to check on her.
One night a light bulb in the kitchen
burned out and I went into the hall
closet where Mark keeps his clothes
to get another. There was a big box I’d
never seen pushed to the back. It was
from the grocery warehouse in Vir
ginia but I couldn’t imagine what it
was. I pulled it out into the living
room— it was so heavy I could barely
manage it — and lifted out the first of
48 economy-sized cans of green
beans. That w&s how I found out
Mark knew another layoff was com
ing. I sat for a long time holding the
can before I pushed the box back to
the closet. I never told Mark I knew.

B o x o f C o okies
Sometimes when Mark has a tem
porary job to do early in the morning,
like hauling wood or shoveling snow
for the city, and the baby’s still
asleep, I make breakfast just for
myself and watch Phil Donahue on a
Duluth station. It’s what my Mom
calls an indulgence, like eating a
whole box of cookies back in the days
when we had money to buy store
cookies. I sit on the couch with a bowl
of cereal and I watch people talking
about stuff that’s maybe a million
light years from my life. It’s all this
serious stu ff— sex and politics and
nuclear war— but I enjoy listening
because I’m usually so tied up won
dering what we’re going to eat those
last three days before I can go to the
food shelf again or where we’re going
to find the money to buy Mark new
boots for the winter. So there they are
on TV and there I am on the couch
and sometimes I just laugh. But other
times I think about everything I have
to do— and what I have to do it w ith—
and oh boy, I’d rather have a box of
cookies than a sense of humor.

H ig h School
L a s t week Joe Staley and I spent
Tuesday at the central labor pool in
Hibbing waiting for our names to be
called for day jobs like cleaning
theaters and picking apples. When
the woman behind the desk said,
“ O’Brien, Mark O’Brien,” it sounded
much too loud and I ducked my head
like I’d been caught doing something
dirty in the back of a school bus. I
wanted to just go on sitting there but
finally I stood up, and Joe and I got
three days' work digging a well and
putting up a fence for some people,
who bought a summer place on the
lake. It was about 7 p.m. Friday when
we finished and we stopped at Swen
son’s for a drink. Joe because he was
thirsty and me because I knew Sandy
would be holding what she calls the
“ dinner show” for me and that means
tuna and noodles.
Joe and I graduated a year apart,
but we worked the same job at the
mine and we got our layoff notices
the same day. He’s never been a big
talker, but for some reason, after a
day of digging a hole and filling it
back up again, he started in about
high school and how he wished
someone had told him what it would

be like to be looking for a job with a
high school diploma, a varsity letter
in track and a layoff notice as your en
tire resume. One thing about the last
two years is that I’ve heard about a
million jokes that aren’t funny, and all
of them seem to be on guys like us.
It’s true. Neither Joe or I are qualified
to do anything but what we were
doing when we lost our jobs. We
drank about two beers thinking about
that and then we both started trying
to remember what we actually did
learn in high school. We decided that
between us, we'd gotten 24 years of
schooling and a fifth-grade educa
tion. What does anybody learn in high
school? I’ve been out four years now
and about all I remember actually
thinking about was how to get some
sleep in Mr. Nyberg’s third-period
history class without getting caught
or whether my luck was ever going to
change with one of the majorettes at
an away game. I can tell you I slept
more in class than I ever did on the
game bus, but I can’t tell you a single
thing about American history except
the three principle causes of the Civil
War. And I only remember those
because Connie Farmer helped me
study for that test and she was a girl
who demanded a certain amount of
concentration.
So I did my time in school, like I
was waiting in a bus station, and
when I graduated it was finally time
to get on the bus— to go into the
mines with my father and my brothers
after summer was over. I remember
that, all right, my first day on the job.
My mother ironed my blue jeans and
made me wear a new plaid shirt, and I
felt like a kid following the big boys
down the street. Except this time I
was glad summer was over, because
it meant I was grown up. I know that
sounds silly, but I'd been waiting for
that job a long time, listening to my
brothers talk about what they did
every day, wondering what the jokes

One thing about the last two
years is that I’ve heard about
a million jokes that aren’t
funny, and all o f them seem
to be on guys like us.
about Sobrovich the foreman really
meant, wishing my father would talk
to me the way he talked to Danny
about the mine. It felt so right; Jesus,
I was even proud of how much I hurt
those first few months, getting used
to bending over and straightening up
maybe a million times a day. So what I
wonder now is, could I have made it
turn out different? If I’d paid atten
tion, sat straighter, joined the Math
Club, retaken the SAT’s, would I have
a college degree and a job that didn’t
come and go a hell of a lot faster than
the tuna casserole waiting at home?
Sometimes—okay, times when
I’ve had two beers with Joe Staley—
I think, yeah, if I just hadn’t been so
stupid, it would all be different. There
was a whole world out there and all I
could think about was doing what
everyone I knew was already doing. I
put more imagination now into think
ing up stories to tell Molly before she
goes to sleep at night that I ever did
into choosing my “ lifetim e” career.
That’s the one that lasted two years.
But then I think, Jesus, what guy
would have been worried that it
wouldn’t last when it had just begun?

B icn ic
I t ’s so hard to separate it out, to
tell what’s happening between Mark
and me because he isn’t working and
what’s just normal give and take
between two people in a marriage.
Lately I keep remembering this car
toon I saw once, where there were
two little balloons over this woman’s
head. One read, “ What I said,” and
the other, “ What he heard.” I feel like
that woman; everything I say these

days seems to mean something else.
Like last Sunday after church,
when Mark and I took Molly up to the
point for what she calls a “ bicnic.”
She does that all the tim e now,
switching b’s for p’s. For a while, I
tried to get her to say it right but I’ve
given up for now, especially since
Mark’s started calling it a bicnic, too.
I tell him he’s just encouraging her,
but he says he’s not going to worry
about it until she’s a freshman at
Benn State majoring in piology. We
were unpacking the sandwiches and
Mark and Molly were arguing about
whether to go play on the swings at
the “ bark” after we ate. I listened to
them for a while and then I said to
Mark, “ Keep it up, I’ve always wanted
two kids.” I meant it as a joke, since
it’s hard to tell sometimes who’s my
oldest, Mark or Molly. But it came out
all wrong, like I was accusing him,
reminding him we’ll only ever have
the one child because we can’t afford
another baby. He was holding Molly’s
hand when I said it, and he squeezed
so hard she pulled away from him and
started to cry. He put an arm out for
her then and said her name, but she
was just out of his reach.

L o n s W ay B o w n
T h ere was a girl who moved to
Silver Bay in eighth grade, Christy
Kuch, and she used to tell us all
about her dreams. We’d be dressing
for volleyball or standing in line in the
lunch room and she’d be talking
about dreaming she was married to
Elton John or being caught without
any clothes on in the middle of the
stadium at half-time on Thanksgiving
Day. Pretty soon everyone but me was
competing to see who could have the
weirdest dreams. I just said I couldn’t
remember mine, because I didn’t
want to talk about waking up once or
twice a week, convinced I was falling
a long way down. That feeling scared
me worse than anything and for a
while I went to sleep every night with
my arms above my head so I could
grab the bed posts if I had to. I hadn’t
thought about Christy Kuch in years
— her family moved again that sum
mer, to Des Moines, I think— but I
remembered her this morning.
Mark’s in Babbit until the week
end because he and Joe Staley got
jobs helping to reroof the high
school. Molly was still asleep in her
room but I knew she’d be up in a min
ute so I should go get breakfast
started. I got up and opened the door
to our bedroom, but it wasn’t our hall.
I mean, it was me standing there, but
nothing else was the same. This hall
had dark blue carpet and Molly’s
baby pictures were gone from the
walls. I was scared for a minute— if I
wasn’t in our house anymore, where
was Molly?— but then I realized this
was a dream and she must still be
asleep in her room. And then I started
laughing because Mark and I have
been a rg u in g fo r w eeks a b out
whether I need to get away for a
w hile, maybe take M olly to my
sister’s in Dallas, and rest before it’s
winter again. “ Now this,” I said to
myself, “ is a cheap vacation.” I was
saying it in the dream, but it was like I
knew what it meant when I was
awake. So it was really like being two
people, Sandy in the dream and San
dy awake, knowing it was a dream.
And then I thought, “ Listen to this
one, Christy Kuch,” and I started
laughing again.
I decided as long as I was wher
ever this was I should at least see the
house, so I went down the hall into
the living room. I kept thinking I’d
recognize the furniture or something,
that I must have made the house up in
my imagination from a picture in a
magazine. But nothing was familiar
—everything was new for one thing,
nothing fram a garage sale anywhere
— until I walked into this big kitchen.
Mark and Molly were at the table eat
ing breakfast, and it was my table,
the butcher’s block I picked out in the
catalogue. I remember thinking Mark
must have just showered and given
Molly her bath because their hair was
curling at the ends the way it does
when it’s damp. They looked so much
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alike, Mark reading the sports pages
and Molly turning the pages of her
coloring book. I said, “ Way to go,
dream” because I don’t usually get
the chance to stand around thinking
how beautiful they both are. Just then
Mark looked up and said he’d put an
egg on for me. I sat down on a stool
pulled up to the counter and he toss
ed me part of the Sunday paper. I
wanted to tell Mark about it being a
dream— he always makes fun of me
because he can whistle the theme
from the “ Twilight Zone” and I can’t
— but then he started talking about
what he had to do at the mine the
next day to get ready for the two-week
shutdown for maintenance. I knew
then I had to wake up. I didn’t want to
be dreaming about what it would be
like for Mark to have a job again. I'm
the one who’s always telling both of
us that we have to face what’s hap
pened and go from there, not spend
time worrying about the way things
might have been. Mark calls it, “ Mrs.
O’Brien’s spilt milk speech” and he
usually puts his fingers in his ears
when I start it. So I couldn’t be having
this dream about a different house; it
wasn’t fair to Mark. I said, “ I want to
wake up,” real loud and Mark looked
at me and said, “ So drink some cof
fee and say it a little louder, hon. The
neighbors behind us might have
missed it.” I yelled it again, and then
again, louder. And then I did wake up,
because Molly was standing by the
bed, pulling at the spread and crying
because she was scared. I started to
reach for her, to pull her into bed with
me, when I realized I was holding on
to the headboard with both hands. I
knew I had to let go and take Molly,
but I couldn’t for a long time. Holding
on yvas the only way I knew to keep
from falling.

Fo»d a n d S k in
T h ree nights ago I went with Bev
Urquhardt to a food shelf meeting at
the church. Donations have been fall
ing off for a couple of months and
Pastor Robertson thought we should
talk about what we can do to keep it
stocked through the winter. I felt a lit
tle funny about going, since we use
the food shelf once or twice a month
now, but when I got there I realized
most of the other women in the room
do, too. We hadn’t talked very long
when a woman in the choir who
hasn’t lived here long came in with a
reporter from the Twin Cities here for
another story about unemployment
on the Iron Range. I started to leave,
but then I realized I couldn’t blame
her for writing nonsense if I didn’t at
least try to explain what things are
really like. And I did try. I talked about
how hard Mark has tried to find per
manent work and the way we’ve
scraped to stay because this is where
we grew up and where we want Molly
to grow up. And how there’s nothing
sacred about wanting to live on the
range, but we do want to, and we’d
like to be able to earn a living here the
way other people do in other places.
At least I said some of those things
until I realized that the words were
going straight from my mouth into
the reporter’s brain and then imme
diately were being transformed into a
sort of cartoon picture, “ Little House
on the Range,” a touching portrait of
sturdy working class people fighting
for their way of life against impos
sible odds. Buke, as Molly would say.
I mean it. I hate the way what’s going
on here is shoved into these neat lit
tle slots that people bring with them
and unpack at the same time they
hang up their blue suits and silk ties.
So, depending on what slots the
reporter from Minneapolis or Na
tional Public Radio or the Task Force
of the Week bring with them, my
neighbors and I are either so longsuffering we make Joan of Arc look
like a whiner or clinging to the past so
stupidly we sound like Popeye and
Olive Oyl discussing retraining the
work force. This reporter was a little
diffe re n t, though; she’d brought
along the desperation slots, too, and
she wanted to know every last juicy
detail about what it’s like to be “ new
ly poor.”
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It came out all wrong, like I
was accusing him, reminding
him we’ll only ever have the
one child because we can’t
afford another baby.
Bev and the other ladies were
trying to be nice, telling little stories
about how sad it is to see friends
move away to find work and what it
feels like to have a snowmobile re
possessed, or a check bounce for the
first tim e— and then to have to give
up the checking account because all
your cash can fit in a coffee can with
room left over for half a pound of
Folger’s. The reporter was nodding
her head, “ Yes, yes,” and favoring us
with enough Arpege to float one of
Molly’s toy boats, when I imagined
myself leaning into the circle and
saying, “ Well, yes, Lorraine, my hus
band and I do have some stress in our
marriage because he hasn’t worked
more than a week-at a time in over
two years. And yes, we do feel pretty
desperate sometimes. But you know
what, Lorraine? A lot of the time we
just feel horny. Really. I don’t know
what it is about living on the edge of
financial ruin, but we just want sex all
the time. I mean, honestly, Lorraine,
I’ll be sitting in the living room of our
tremendously mortgaged home and
Mark will be on the couch watching
TV and I’ll notice the skin between his
tennis shoes and his blue jeans—
Mark never wears socks, Lorraine—
and I’ll realize all over again there are
things you can do without a job or a
dime in the bank.” By the time I’d
finished making that little speech in
my head, the meeting was over and
Bev drove me home talking about
how this story might be a good one. I
didn’t say anything. I was thinking
about Mark’s skin.

T u n a w it h N oodles
M a r k and Molly disappear when I
spread out all the cents-off coupons
on the kitchen table my mother sends
me to help save on groceries. Mark
says he doesn’t want to know in ad
vance what we’re eating for another
week; he prefers the suspense. I pre
tend to be angry, but I know exactly
what he feels. I think the kind way to
say it would be that our diet, like our

bank account, lacks interest lately.
The other day I had the television on
to some women’s show where the in
terviewer was asking this Mayo Clinic
doctor about the three major causes
o f d e p re ssio n in 20th ce n tu ry
America. Mark walked through at that
moment and without even slowing
down, he said, “ Tuna. Tuna.Tunawith
noodles.” I fixed liver and onions for
dinner. He hates that even more.

H o m eco m in g C o u r t
I took Molly to Dr. Martin today
for her booster shots. When I bent
over in the examining room to lift her
onto the table I saw my face in the
m irror over the sink. It was my
mother’s face, the way she looked
when I was a little girl. Because I was
holding Molly, I didn’t do what I
thought of firs t— I didn’t scream—
but I plopped her down on the exam
ining table and myself in a chair as
fast as I could. I calmed down okay; I
mean, I do look like my mother and I
am Molly’s mother, so I suppose I’ll
have to accept the fact that the only
person who still sees me the way I
was at 18 is me. Lately, the worse
things get, the more I think about that
year, when I was in the Homecoming
Court in November and married Mark
in May. Oh, I don’t mean I don’t love
Mark and Molly; I can imagine life
without them for about two minutes,
tops, before I run out of things to
think about that don’t involve teach
ing Molly to spell her name or playing
Monopoly in bed with Mark when
she’s alone. We both cheat, but I’m
much better at it. So it’s not that I
want a different life or anything. It’s
not that. But sometimes I remember
all the things I didn’t know. And then I
think I’d give anything I ever had to be
that girl again.

C e t-U p T im e S t o r y
W e ’ve been okay. It’s not great
without money, but both Mark and I
work when we can and we’ve still got
the house. There’s food on the table
every night and Molly has warm
clothes and a new toy everytime I can
pick one up for 25 cents at a garage
sale. We’ve been making it. But I
guess we haven’t been, not really, be
cause Mark’s given up. It started
when he heard he didn’t get the job at
the canning factory that opened in
Hibbing. He took the phone call next
door—we don’t have a phone any
more—and after he told me about it,
he stopped talking to me. I left him
alone for a while but then I started

getting scared, and begging him to
tell me what he was thinking. He’d
just look at me, and then he started
staying away from Molly. He wasn’t
mean or anything; he just put her
down if she climbed into his lap and
he always had something else to do
when it was time to read her a story.
She didn’t know what was happening
— she’s been his little girl and his
Molly-face and his best buddy since
before she was even born— but she
didn’t cry about it. She just stopped
talking too, and she wouldn’t let me
hold her for very long before she’d go
into her room and close the door.
One night when she did that, I
screamed at him to look at what he
was doing, but he still wouldn’t talk to
me. I thought it had gotten as bad as
it possibly could, and then last night
it got much worse. I opened the
garage door to take the trash out that
way (because the’ back walk wasn’t
shoveled. When I did, I saw Mark

/ talked about how
hard Mark has tried to find
permanent work and the way
we’ve scraped to stay because
this is where we grew up and
where we want Molly to
grow up.
standing by his work bench cleaning
a rifle. Mark’s hunted all his life, with
his father and his brother, but he
stopped about the time Molly was
born. His dad brings us meat pretty
often and that helps, but Mark has
never been interested in going along.
I didn’t even know he still had a rifle; I
thought we’d sold everything like that
a long time ago.
Mark looked startled when he
turned around and saw me, but he
kept on running ara g —a pieceof one
of Molly’s old flannel sleepers— up
and down the barrel. I don’t think I
knew a human heart really could stop
beating. I couldn’t have stood there
for more than a minute, but it seemed
like I thought for a very long time
about what to say and what to do.
Somehow I knew telling Mark how
much I love him or screaming or cry
ing or begging him not to hurt himself
wouldn’t make any difference. He
knows I love him and I know that isn’t
enough right now. So I didn’t do or
say any of those things. Instead, from
somewhere, I found the only words I
knew would matter to Mark in the gar
age with a rifle. I said very slowly,
“ Mark, whatever you do, Molly will
grow up and do it too.” And then I
went into the house and got into bed
with Molly and told her the story of
how her father and I danced every
dance at Homecoming the year Mark
was a senior. I told her everything, my
dress and the band and that ridicu
lous wrist corsage—only Mark would
have thought of buying me a gladiola.
I stayed there holding her after she
fell asleep, and then I told the story to
myself all over again. I didn’t move
when I heard the door into the kitchen
slam and Mark go into our bedroom.
This morning, he woke Molly up to tell
her what he called a ‘get-up tim e’
story. He didn’t say anything to me
until tonight when he said he’d sold
the rifle to Joe Staley’s brother. He
said it wasn’t safe to have it around
with Molly getting into everything.

C a rto o n S how
Sandy had a doctor’s appointment
this morning so I took Molly to the
library to see some kiddy cartoons. I
wasn’t paying much attention and all
she wanted to do was see how many
different ways there are to sit in a
chair. (Nineteen, if you count the
handstand.) But I looked up at one
point and there was a little character
sw a llo w in g some dynam ite. He

gulped it down and then just stood
there with his face getting redder and
redder, until finally he exploded. Ex
cept he didn’t really explode; the
blast was only inside him, so he felt it
but he was still walking about when it
was all over. The way things are go
ing, I guess it shouldn’t surprise me
that when I finally get someone to un
derstand how I feel, it’s a little guy
with a red face in a cartoon show. It’s
like I’ve swallowed everything that’s
happened to me since the day I was
first laid off and I can get the words to
describe it as far as my throat and not
any farther, no matter how hard I try.
And lately, I haven’t been trying too
hard, because I keep thinking if I
don’t keep quiet, I really will explode.
The really bad part is that the words
about how much I love Sandy and
what I owe her for keeping us all
together the past two years are stuck
down there with the rest of it. I just
can't do anything about it right now,
but some day I will say the words out
loud. For the rest of it — I’m not a
drunk, but I know now what they
mean when they talk about one day at
a time. That’s exactly how much I can
handle right now.

B am boo S h o o ts
AA^e’ve known for months we
couldn’t stay unless Mark could find
permanent work. We’d talk about it
sometimes late at night, but then it
would be another day and we’d be do
ing anything we could to stay. I could
w rite a book about th a t— about
things we never thought could hap
pen to us. Like going on welfare this
winter, when Mark couldn’t find any
work at all for six weeks. Or my going
to work at the Traveler’s Motel three
days a week, cleaning rooms. Two
years ago, when Mark first got laidoff, he and I would have fought about
my working at any job, much less as a
maid. But not anymore. I know he’d
do it instead if he could. When I come
home those days, he and Molly make
me sit at the table while they bring me
dinner like it’s a hotel. “ Madame per
haps desires the macaroni?” Mark
will say and Molly, who’s started to
swallow the beginnings of words, will
punch me on the arm with her little

Pretty soon everyone but me was competing to see who could
have the weirdest dreams. I just said I couldn’t remember mine,
because I didn’t want to talk about waking up once or twice a
week, convinced I was falling a long way down.
fist and say, “ Caroni, Dame?” I am
never sorry about anything when
they’re carrying on like that. And as
long as Mark is talking, I know we’re
all right. So we’ve been doing what
ever we had to — until two weeks ago.
That was when Mr. Petersen told me
there’s not enough business at the
motel and they don’t need me any
more. We’ve been using that money,
and what we can earn doing odd jobs,
to eat, and drawing out the little sav
ings we have left to pay the utilities.
My parents made the June house
payment. We let them do it because it
looked like there might be a buyer if
we just hung on. There are some older
people up here looking for retirement
homes. But nothing’s happened and
we can’t wait anymore.
So we’re leaving August 1; we’ve
worked out a deal with the bank that
will let us keep the house at least two
more months, paying what we can on

the mortgage. The Staleys—they lost
their house earlier this summer— are
going to stay in ours and show it
when they can. Mark has an uncle in
Minneapolis who will let us live with
him until we find jobs. I’m not think
ing about what it will be like. I can’t. I
just have to get things ready here,
and keep Mark and Molly as happy as
I can. I think Mark’s glad. Even though
he loves it here, I think it’s a relief to
finally have to go. It’s like since we’ve
tried everything, he won’t feel any
shame when the day comes.
I was in the hall outside the liv
ing room a minute ago and heard
Mark telling Molly about Minneapo
lis. I had stopped to listen when I no
ticed the wallpaper in the hall is pull
ing away from the wall. We bought
that paper about a month after we got
married, and I have hated it since the
day we put it up. I started in to the liv
ing room to tell Mark we’d have to

start watching the garage sales for
somebody’s left-over wallpaper— and
if he ever so much as looks at a pat
tern with bamboo shoots in it again,
I’ll kill him — when I realized it didn’t
matter anymore.

T in y Flags
I ’ve been trying not to be sad
about leaving, or at least not to show
Mark how I feel. But it’s been hard
this morning walking around the
house knowing it’s the last time I’ll
ever stand at the kitchen sink or make
a pencil mark on Molly’s door to show
her how much she’s grown. Deb next
door kept Molly most of the morning,
while Mark and I were loading the car.
We had two garage sales last week to
get some money together for our first
few weeks in Minneapolis, so we’re
really only taking our clothes, some
kitchen stuff and Molly’s furniture
and toys. We sold the china cabinet,
but the papers and things that had
been in it were still on the living room
floor after everything else was in the
car. I was going through them throw
ing old bank statements away, when
Molly came rushing through the front
door with her Mickey Mouse suitcase
to tell me Daddy was leaving without
me if I didn’t hurry. I went out to tell
Mark I need 10 more minutes and
when I got back, Molly had found a
shoebox full of white gauze strips
rolled like bandages. I had forgotten
they were there. I tried to throw them
away, but Molly started to play, toss
ing them in the air and laughing.
When she ran to the car, the breeze
picked them up and waved them like
tiny flags.

Lynna Williams has been a political
reporter in Texas and Minnesota. She
was a participant in the Iron Range
Community Documentation Project in
1985 and 1986 with poet Carolyn Forche.
Lynna currently is in a masters writing
program at George Mason University.
Sharon Brown Is a Twin Cities illustrator.
Gail Swanlund Is a free-lance designer in the
Twin Cities.
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was my second
cigarette that hooked
me. If there is a special
room in hell for all the
people who got other
people hooked on
smoking cigarettes, that
is where Nancy
Henderson will end up.

or
not to

She was three years older than the rest
of us on the block, but only a year ahead
in school. Her mother was divorced and
worked all day. Nancy got to do whatever
she wanted and what she wanted to do
was eat a lot of Oreo cookies and smoke
Salem cigarettes.
One Friday I stayed overnight at her
house. We were in her double bed watch
ing TV, drinking Dr. Peppers and munch
ing Oreo cookies (stacked a foot high on
her side of the bed). When she whipped
the Salems from her purse and slipped
the matches out from between the cel
lo p h a n e and th e p a c k a g e , I was
shocked. Her mother was home! I could
hear her mother’s TV— The Hit Parade—
through the wall separating the two
bedrooms.

MOKE
By Cynthia Morgan
Illustration by Tim Braun

Filched from I f You Love Somebody Who
Smokes—Confessions of a Nicotine Addict, which
chronicles the arrival of the Maya’s “precious
weed” to the Old World & its the first
enthusiasts Sc prohibitionists; a compleat
examination of advertising pioneers’ exemplar
success at linking cigarettes, freedom Sc
glamour; tobacco’s signal roles on the silver
screen, at the front & between the sheets;
j
modern neurosis, fantasies Sc one woman’s
habit, in all its pain Sc glory.
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“ But your mom’s home!” I said.
“ So what?” she said.
“ Aren’t you afraid she’ll find out what
you’re doing?”
“ She doesn’t care!”
With a whoop and a hurrah, freedom
called me forth. This was the first truly
democratic household I had ever been in.
Now her mother became a sanctioning
presence in the next room (although I
hadn’t even seen her that evening. As a
matter of fact I had never seen her. For all
I knew, Nancy just wanted me to think her
mother was home and had turned the TV
on herself before I got there).
I watched as Nancy took long draws on
her Salem as she French-inhaled. So
worldly! She blew eight doughnut-like
smoke rings in front of us. A pro at
seventeen!
On TV Bette Davis was also smoking.
She had just been told that she was going
blind. Upon receiving this unfortunate
piece of news the first thing she did was
take a cigarette out of a silver case and
tap it on the case five times—as if it were
a call for help in Morse Code.
tap tap ta p - ta p tap

After she stuck the cigarette delicately
between her parted lips and the doctor lit
it for her, she smoked it as if this was her
last hope to keep from going blind.
The two of them were making it look
like such an amusing sport that I put one
of the Salems into my mouth and lit it.
Now all three of us were smoking and the
room was so thick with smoke we could
barely see each other.
But I wasn’t really smoking. I was just
taking it into my mouth and blowing it out.
I wasn’t yet taking it in all the way. Nancy
spent the rest of the evening teaching me
how to draw the smoke deep into my
lungs. She taught me how to French in
hale. It was fun. For the next week or two,
like any decent dope peddler, Nancy let
me smoke as many of her Salems as I
wanted. After that I was on my own.
Sometimes I wonder what ever be
came of Nancy. She probably got married
and then divorced and is living in a trailer
park with two kids outside Las Vegas.

Confessions o f a
Teenage Sm oker
nee Nancy had gotten all the
teenage g irls in my neigh
borhood hooked, we begged,
borrowed and stole our ciga
rette money. We squandered our babysit
ting money and allowances on them. We
marched through the plum orchard to the
Shell gas station in squadrons with the
change jan gling in our pockets. We
slipped our quarters into the slot of the
vending machine and grinned sheep
ishly while we watched the green packs
of Salems (we had yet to show indepen
dence in our choice of brands) slide down
the chute. Once the packs were in our
pockets we walked back to the orchard
and sat under the trees smoking and talk
ing about boys. Judy Heron was the only

«holdout. Her pockets bulged with nickel
packs of David’s sunflower seeds which
she cracked between her teeth every ten
seconds.
When I was fourteen I kept my ciga
rettes hidden outside under a rock. By
age fifteen I hid them under my mattress.
At sixteen they were in my top bureau
drawer with my underwear. When I was
seventeen I was carrying them in my
purse.
In 1963 cigarettes were twenty-five
cents a pack and gasoline was twentyfive cents a gallon. For a mere seventyfive cents I could drive over the hill from
Sunnyvale to Santa Cruz and spend the
day sm oking on the beach with my
friends. For the ride they would pitch in
and buy my lunch. Pretty good deal.
But smoking wasn’t just a bed of roses.
It all began simply enough: 1. My parents
went to San Francisco one weekend. 2 . 1
threw a party at our house while they
were gone. 3. Some of my girlfriends
called the local radio station KLIV and not
only told the D. J . about the party but gave
him the address. 4. This information was
put on the air. At that point my party was
no longer a party— it was an “ event."
P eople I had never seen b e fo re
showed up. Soon I was outside helping
the troops of cops the neighbors had
called reroute the scores of low riders in
‘55 Chevys and football players in Conti
nentals to distant shores. Meanwhile, all
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cigarettes everywhere;
falling out of ashtrays onto
tables, ground down into
the rugs, burned down to
the filter on the mantle
and the bathroom sinks.
We had causedfires. A lot
o f little fires.

my friends were having a good ol’ time
inside my house listening to my 45s,
drinking beer and smoking. Even from
the street I could see the cigarette smoke
pouring out the windows.
Somewhere around 11:00 p.m. the
cops raided the party a second time.
A fte r about eighty people had been
booted out one of the cops asked me,
“ Where are your parents?”
I told him they were in San Francisco.
(It is a big city. The cops would never find
them.)
“ Do they know you’re having a party?”
“ Yes,” I lied.
We were standing in the living room at
the time, a dozen or So people were
loitering.
“ What would you do if there was a
fire?”
I was about to answer (the correct an
swer), “Call the Fire Department,” when
Larry Pascal, my brother’s best friend,
answered for me in his usual sarcastic
to n e .. . ’’Call the Fire Department!”
The cop turned and slugged him.
“ That could have been me,” I thought.
And then I tried to guess the right an
swer—-If there is a fire you c a ll. . . the po
lice? The YMCA? The Red Cross? Later,
after the cops left, everyone else who
had been in the living room said that they
would have given Larry’s answer too. So
why was Larry slugged? Had we all
missed something? Yes. In our teenage
naivete, we didn’t realize that with our
beer and cigarettes we were all potential
fire hazards running w illy nilly like a
swarm of fireflies around the .house. It
had been a simple routine question. La
rry just hadn't answered it with the proper
seriousness.
The next morning we awoke to the real
ity. There were cigarettes everywhere; in
ashtrays, falling out of ashtrays onto ta
bles, on the record cabinet, ground down
into the rugs, burned down to the filter on
the mantle and the bathroom sinks. As it
turned out, we had caused fires. A lot of
little fires.
After my parents returned from their
pleasant weekend in the city it was the
burn holes in the drapes and living room
carpet that got me grounded for three
months. Not to mention the butts we
couldn’t fish out of the swimming pool
because they had dissolved and looked
like little amber-colored guppies swim
ming around in the water. We would have
had to drain the whole pool to get the
tobacco out. And then there was the butt
my mother found in one of her high
heeled shoes in her closet where I had
hidden four people during the second
raid.
In college I switched to Kents, the intel
ligent coed’s choice. I really enjoyed
smoking in college. It was as if I’d always
been searching for just the right place to
smoke, the place where smoking would
look relevant, important, even necessary.
For my habit it was like coming home.
How I relished burning the candle at both
ends while I studied all night, smoked
and popped No Doze. There were some
classes where the teacher would let us
smoke while he lectured. Especially if he
smoked. I felt so grown up. I felt like I was
a young Simone De Beauvoir at the
Sorbonne.
A fte r college I trie d to q uit many
tim es— never lasting more than a few
days. It became routine for me to do this
once every few months.

Happy Birthday
To Me
— - t was vanity, the basest motivation,
f that finally got me to think seriously
f about quitting. The day I turned
-X thirty five I looked into the bathroom
mirror and was shocked. Who was this
hag? Had I reached life’s decline over
night? I was collapsing, fading on the
vine as fast as the portrait of Dorian Gray.
My eyelids were drooping, my mouth
looked like a prune with little wrinkles
above the lips and I had purple blotches
under my eyes.
What is this? You mean smoking af
fects my looks too?
A pathetic three-year drama, culminat
ing in the macabre, ensued. At first I
thought it might be a temporary depres
sion over turning thirty five, but it refused
to go away. Soon my chest started to
hurt.
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So I joined a health club.
But weight lifting made my heart work
even harder.
So I became a strict vegetarian. I drank
fresh carrot juice every morning. Cooked
tofu and brown rice for dinner. All my
vegetables were organic. My cheese was
rennetless. Pastries, when I ate them,
were made from whole wheat flour and
honey. I was still smoking up to twenty
cigarettes a day, operating under the
premise that if cancer should take hold all
this good food would attack it. The ques
tion was, could food prevent a heart at
tack? “ Well, beets might help,” I told my
self. This was a shoddy compromise akin
to setting a broken arm in jello.
When my chest began hurting so
much I knew I could no longer lift weights
and smoke, I quit the health club. It was
at that point I realized the awful truth. I
would rather commit suicide than quit
smoking.

Get It bight
The First Time
ate one evening my daughter
climbed up the ladder to my loft
and scooted onto my bed. I was
resting against three pillow s
reading and, of course, smoking.
“ Mom, you smoke too much lately,”
she said, as if she had come up in order
to express this to me.
“ I know,” I said.
“ You should quit.”
“ I know.”
“ What if you get cancer. M ichelle’s
mother has a friend who has lung cancer.
Her hair is falling out and she has to wear
a wig.”
“ That’s too bad.”
“ Billy’s uncle has to wear a voice box
because he’s got lung cancer. Whenever
he talks, he sounds like a robot. Do you
want to sound like a robot, Mom?”
“ I’d kill myself first.” Whoops. Did I say
that out loud? What was I doing, bringing
out the beast?
“ How?”
“ How what?"
“ How would you kill yourself?”
“ Pill, ha ha,” said the soul of brevity.
The cigarette burning between my fin
gers felt like a lizard dangling there.
“ But what if I come home from school
and find you before the pills kill you?”
I wanted to say, “Just pretend you don't
see me and go and visit a friend for an
hour.” But I didn’t. I didn’t say anything.
And she didn’t stop. “ I’d have to call an
ambulance if I found you like that, Mom.
And you’d have to get your stomach
pumped. Who knows, maybe they'll put a
tube in your throat after you get out of the
hospital—if you get out of the hospital.
And if and when you do, everybody will be
watching you all the time to make sure
you don’t try it again and they’ll feel sorry
for you. Or worse. They’ll laugh at you
and say, ‘There goes the lady who tried to
commit suicide! I wonder if she feels like
com m itting suicide today? Maybe we
should follow her so we can stop her if
she tries it again!” ’
I found myself thinking, “Well, I’ll just
have to get it right the first tim e.”
“ How? How are you going to get it right
the first time?” she was saying.
It was beginning to sound like a game.
So I took two things out of the corner. “ I’ll
use a gun and I’ll put a bullet through my
head.”
“ But what if you miss? What if you
shoot off half your face and you’re still
alive? Then you’ll have to walk around
with only half a face for the rest of your
life. The doctors could never put the
whole thing back together again.” She
sang “ Humpty Dumpty” to me. Then,
“ For the rest of your life when they see
you coming down the street they’ll say,
‘Here come’s the lady with only half a
face because she tried to kill herself ha
ha!” ’
Up until now I had been thinking of my
possible suicide as the result of human
weakness. I was thinking people would
feel sorry for me. But she saw it as the
action of an idiot.
“ Mom! Ha ha, hey Mom! Listen! You
might just take off your nose! Then you’ll
have to walk around for the rest of your
life with a pair of those nose glasses on.
You know, the ones they sell in Wool
worths with the black mustaches!” She
was rolling around the bed now, holding
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her stomach and laughing.
I asked myself, “ Would this be her re
action if I did it?” What a way to go down
in your kid’s memory— ” We won’t talk
about your dead grandmother, kids. She
was an idiot!”
“ Poor Mom. A great big hole where
your nose should be!”
“ All right Sybil! That’s enough!”
After she went to bed I found I couldn’t
light another cigarette. My hands refused
to pick up the pack. For the first time in a
decade I went to sleep without smoking
my before-going-to-bed-cigarette.

The Throat Monster
- had irrational mood swings. I said
unpredictable things—such as the
day I was sitting at Caffe Pergolesi
when this guy on the other bench lit
up a Camel.
“ Excuse me,” I said, “ I used to smoke,
too." Then I proceeded to tell him that he
would feel much better about life if he quit
smoking. I found myself telling him that I
was going to start a therapy group for
people who want to quit. My mouth was
obviously taking revenge on me because
I was not giving it a cigarette to puff on.
Hastily, before I said something I might
never be able to live down, I went inside
the Caffe and sat at a table. Only to find
myself getting annoyed at the guy next to
me who was rattling his newspaper. Irri
tated by the dishes clacking noisily be
hind the counter. Angry because people
were talking too loud to one another. Par
anoid, thinking the whole world was con
sp irin g in ch orus to stop me from
quitting.
I would have done just about anything
to keep from going home. Home where it
would be just me and the Throat Monster.
Not until you quit smoking do you realize
the Throat Mohster lives inside you.
A sleeping dormant thing while I had
remained true to my cigarette was now
wide awake and, uncoiled, nagging me
like a fisherman’s wife.
“ I want a cigarette.”
“ Boy, I sure could use a cigarette right
now!”
“ O.K.! Time for a cigarette!”
Once a friendly pal who was there to
remind me when it would be nice to
smoke a cigarette while reading, writing,
talking, after eating or while drinking a
cup of coffee, he was now torturing me. A
one-time buddy who could now, at any
m om ent, turn into a raving m aniac
screaming, “ Give me a bloody cigarette
or I ’ ll m ake th e re st of yo ur life
miserable!”
Being very intelligent, or should I say
exactly as intelligent as I am, the Throat
Monster knew just what to say to tempt
me. It knew me as well as I knew myself
and even used my own voice to speak to
me with. If deduction didn’t work, it used
induction. If induction didn’t work, it used
threats, guilt, poetry, promises, philoso
phy, history, paranoia. Paranoia was its
best device. It knew my weaknesses even
better than I since its life depended on
them. Here are some of the things the
Throat Monster said to me:
“ Tobacco is organic! It’s a plant! God
wouldn’t have made, it if he didn’t want
me to smoke it.” The Throat Monster al
ways used the personal pronoun “ me” to
fool the real me into thinking we were one
and the same. This was just another gim
mick, like:
“ Indians smoked tobacco.”
“ I can have just one. What’s that going
to hurt?”
“The world is probably going to end
soon anyway so what’s the big deal? Go
ahead. . .light one up!”
The torture wasn’t just audio, it was
visual. The moon, as it rose outside my
window, would look like the burning tip of
a cigarette. The stars as they came out
one by one each looked liked smaller
burning tips of cigarettes. The Throat
Monster would say, “ It would be so nice to
sit and look at the stars and smoke a
cigarette right now.” After I ate dinner I
would want to smoke a cigarette. As I
watched TV, as I read, my hands kept
reaching for the pack.
Cigarettes! Cigarettes! Cigarettes! All
the world’s a cigarette and each cigarette
plays its part. Everything that happened
and some things that didn’t happen be
came the Throat Monster’s opportunity.
Perhaps the phone would ring and it
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would be a wrong number. The Throat
Monster would pounce saying, “ Some
one is harassing me! I need a cigarette!”
Or the phone wouldn’t ring. Nobody
called. This also became the Throat
Monster’s opportunity by turning it into a
tragedy. He proceeded to list many other
disappointments in my life and within the
hour it would be that nobody had ever
loved me or would ever love me, so what
the hell? Why not smoke a cigarette?

bered the anti-smoking ads I’d seen on
television in the sixties of people jumping
up and down and clicking their heels.
That’s exactly how I felt.
I glowed. People were looking at me
differently. Smiling. That’s because I was
smiling. My battery had a positive charge
and my eyes were on “ bright.” My flesh
had risen from the dead and I could feel
the air circulating through the pores of
my skin which was breathing where once
it had been a limp encasement for my
thoughts and emotions.
It was time to start writing again. I took
out the script I’d been working on before I
quit smoking. I put some paper in the
uring the course of the flu I’d
typewriter on my desk. I sat down in front
hardly eaten more than a cup
of it. And sat. And sat. About twenty min
of soup every tw e n ty fo u r
utes into the sitting I realized I was para
hours. The day I stuck my big
lyzed. You could have held a cashier’s
toe back in the world again, I felt ascheck
weak for one million dollars in front of my
and holy as a saint coming off the desert
nose and told me it was mine if I typed
of a two week fast. I was detoxified! And
four coherent pages— but I would not
pleasantly surprised to find myself less
have been able to do it. For two hours I sat
angry at the world in general. My body
staring at the blank page in my typewriter.
felt joyous, exhilarated. My body felt like
I found I could not put any words on
it had found a buried treasure. I remem
paper without smoking. I wanted to take a

The Land O f
The Living

S

puff, lay the cigarette down in the ashtray,
blow the smoke out of my mouth as I
typed a paragraph, pick up the cigarette,
take a puff. Without cigarettes writing
wasn’t going to be fun anymore.
So I fooled my brain. I brought a foot
high stack of smoke books with me to the
cafe every day and m erely scanned
them. I took simple notes on what I
thought was interesting. I told my brain,
“ No harm here. See, we’re just plagiariz
ing! We’re not w ritin g"
My thinking process was learning how
to walk all over again. I was teasing forth
thought. It worked. Within several days
my brain was taking those first few awk
ward steps alone; little spasmodic frag
ments of ideas that it had thought of all by
itself. I was careful to pretend I hadn’t

noticed and continued copying modestly.
The ideas for how to construct this book
came out—one, two, three s te p s .. .fall
down, get u p .. . one, two, three. . . god I
wish I could smoke a cigarette.
Five weeks later the fits and starts had
subsided and my brain was form ing
whole paragraphs, the fifteen minute
span of attention had stretched to two
hours during which I nursed my goblet of
Borgia as if it were gold. This was not a
cafe to me now but an office. I figured my
monthly table rent at about one hundred
and twenty dollars—two Borgias a day at
one dollar and seventy-five cents each
and two twenty-five cent tips. One hun
dred and twenty dollars a month for cof
fee! Next year I can write a book about
quitting caffeine.

Cynthia Morgan and her nineteen year old daughter Sybil live in Santa
Cruz, California. This story is excerpted with permission from If You
Love Somebody Who Smokes—Confessions of a Nicotine Addict, ®1987
Cynthia Morgan. Available from City Miner Books, Box 176, Berkeley,
CA 94701. $6.95 postpaid.

When you want something
very special, look for

SUNSIGHT
NEW AGE BOOKS & GIFTS

Nowserving your newage needs at 2 locations inthe Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area.
612 W. Lake Street
Minneapolis
823-1166

165 Western Ave. No.
St. Paul
228-1021

Expect Something Different

A Silkwrap is an exquisite, versatile accessory that
feels and looks beautiful. Carefully made in the
USA of the best silk jacquards, in solid colors and
prints, Silkwraps are come in two sizes: 44" square
and 54" oblong. Wear a Silkwrap with dresses,
suits, coats, or as a jacket, belt, top or bag. Perfect
for travel and treasured as a gift. $35-$70.

A n afterthought
y o u ’d never forget
Luscious cakes a n d fortes,
Gght (ate-dinncr fare, a n d

Available at By Design, Riverplace

a fidtespresso menu,
beer a n d wine.

Open u n td 1 1pm Weekdip's
1 2 a m Friday & Saturday

Celebrate 10 years of
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at
Victoria Crossing
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Fascinating. . . Artpaper
is to be congratulated.
Lucy Lipparci
Creative both in spirit and approach,
engaging, fun and exciting.
Artpaper is all about our art and our
culture. Subscribe to Minnesota's
most widely read visual arts
magazine. Also, Artpaper has the
nation’s most comprehensive
listings of regional, national and
international grants and
competitions for visual artists.
Individual or Library just 1 year
$18.00,
2 years $34.00

HEY YOU!
need cool stuff?
T-SHIRTS, BOOKS,
POSTERS...
November 11 7:30p.m.
Avalon Theater, Mpls.
m

Call 874-1540.
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Become a Founding Subscriber and...
you too can receive a pain-stakingly hand crafted art work in the tradition of early American collages. In the best
tradition of Benjamin Franklin’s Hellfire Club. Faithfully reproduced on parchment from the Constitutional Confederation.
or in a more serious vein
Become the first one on your block to subscribe to the Twin Cities eclectic blend of politics, culture, humor and art
Become A Founding Subscriber and Insure A Bright Tomorrow. Receive With Your Subscription An Original
Certificate Done
Up By The Twin Cities
Own Musicmaster
Subs are $20 for two years
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